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ABSTRACT 
The application of Computer Aided Design (CAD) is very crucial to microwave 
circuit design and analysis. The initial design of any arbitrarily microwave circuit 
must be simulated and verified prior to its fabrication. This eliminates the time-
consuming and costly changes on the fabricated circuit due to its limited ability to 
incorporate any modifications. There are many commercially available CAD 
packages that are used in industries and universities for fabrication and academic 
purposes. These packages are very sophisticated and reliable. However, a licensed 
microwave CAD package is very expensive for universities and colleges to obtain 
and use, especially for academic purposes. In this fmal year project, an attempt to 
develop a computer code that acts as a basis for an alternative CAD program for 
microwave network design and analysis is incorporated. The CAD program is to be 
developed specially to suit the learning requirements and outcomes of Microwave 
Engineering courses at universities and colleges. This report gives a general review 
on microwave circuits and their representations. In addition, it demonstrates the 
method chosen to perform the analysis on an arbitrary connected microwave network; 
Scattering Connection Matrix method. The report also details the procedure followed 
to develop the required computer code based on the chosen method. The computer 
codes are developed using Mathematics Laboratory (Matlab) software package. A 
detailed discussion and verification of the results obtained is also shown in this 
report. The results are verified using a sophisticated microwave CAD package called 
Advanced Design System (ADS) and compared with the results obtained from 
implementing the developed computer codes. Comparison of both results shows an 
acceptable accuracy between them and thus proves that the chosen method to analyze 
microwave networks is very effective and reliable. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
The use of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software packages for microwave 
circuit design and analysis is very important and well established. There was a 
significant progress in Monolithic Microwave Circuit {MMIC) technologies in 
industry over the last decade that was highly achieved by using sophisticated 
microwave CAD procedures and programs [IJ. 
In CAD programs for microwave network analysis, the initial design of any 
microwave circuit should be simulated and optimized prior to its fabrication. This 
eliminates the time-consuming and costly experimental investigations on the circuit 
after fabrication. This is of a significant importance in the design and manufacturing 
of modem microwave circuits because of the very limited ability to incorporate any 
modifications on the fabricated circuit using Monolithic Microwave Integrated 
Circuit (MIC) technology. Computer generated codes in CAD programs are not only 
used to determine the nominal values of the components parameters, but also their 
maximum permitted distributions in relation to a specific given condition. This is 
most required when a certain tolerance for circuit response function is required when 
a large amount of identical circuits are realized and fabricated [ZJ. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
There are many commercially available microwave CAD packages that are 
effectively used in industry and at universities for fabrication and educational 
purposes. Most of these packages are very sophisticated and reliable but also very 
expensive to obtain and use specifically for academic purposes. Furthermore, these 
packages are closed source and specially designed to suit the fabrication requirements 
of microwave integrated circuits. This makes them difficult to be modified and used 
in an academic content. 
Hence, an attempt to develop an easy to obtain and reliable open-source 
computer code to analyze microwave circuits is incorporated in tbis project. The 
required computer code is to be developed especially to suit tbe learning requirements 
and outcomes of Microwave Engineering courses at universities and colleges. 
Mathematics Laboratory 2007 (Matlab 2007) software package is chosen to develop 
and implement the required computer code. This software package is well known and 
widely used in many universities and engineering institutions. Thus, tbe developed 
computer code in this project can be easily accessed, modified and used to analyze 
microwave networks as required. 
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study 
The purpose of tbis project is to develop a detailed and practical computer 
code tbat acts as a basis for a microwave network analysis and design CAD program. 
This alternative CAD program is to be specially used for Microwave Engineering 
courses at universities and engineering institutions. The required developed computer 
code is intended to fulfill three main objectives: 
i. To perform computerized analysis and simulation of arbitrarily connected, 
multi-port microwave networks with accurate and reliable results. 
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ii. To be developed with a suitable Graphical User Interface (GUI) for an easy 
and convenient usage and implementation. 
iii. To be an open-source code that students can easily access and modifY as 
required. 
The scope of study of this project involves examining various methods and 
mathematical models available for analyzing microwave circuits. A detailed study of 
microwave circuits and their representations is also required to further understand 
those methods. Then based on the conducted analysis and study, the most appropriate 
and applicable method is chosen to be implemented in this project. A computer code 
that utilizes the chosen method is developed using Mathematical Laboratory 2007 
(Matlab 2007) software package. The developed code is then applied to analyze and 
simulate some sample microwave networks. A detailed verification of the results 
obtained is achieved through comparison with the results obtained from Advanced 





2.1 Computer-Aided Design and Analysis 
Until the 1970s, RF and microwave circuit design was an art rather than a 
science. The common believe among people was that component modeling was 
inaccurate and complex. Therefore, design on the bench was the common practice in 
most of circuit fabrication industries at that time [31. Computer-Aided Engineering 
(CAE) and Computer-Aided Design (CAD) for electronic circuit were born in tbe late 
1960s and slowly gained acceptance. 
CAD for microwave circuits involves repeated analysis of tbe circuits. The 
analysis consists of evaluation of tbe overall circuit performance parameters from tbe 
characterization of the individual components. It involves procedures used to 
simulate the initial circuit design and test it for accuracy and optimization prior to 
final circuit fabrication. RF and microwave CAD initially progressed only in tbe area 
of small-signal, linear circuit design, focusing on tbe analysis and optimization of 
discrete and hybrid microwave integrated circuits [JJ. 
There are several methods and algorithms for analyzing microwave circuits 
that have been implemented in tbe recently developed CAD programs. Most of these 
algorithms are used to compute a certain number of response functions regarding 
component parameters, circuit topology and independent excitation given. Since the 
circuit components are usually multi-port connected, the analysis is greatly affected 
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by means of topological matrices that indicate the connected pairs of adjacent ports in 
the network [2l. Hence, any developed code for analyzing microwave circuit should 
take into account the connection between the adjacent components ports. 
There are a number of sophisticated CAD packages that have been developed 
for the analysis and design of microwave circuits. Some of the early CAD packages 
developed were SPEEDY, which was the precursor to Compact, CAIN-01, EEsoft 
Touchstone which later was developed to Libra. The Engineers at Hewlett Packard 
had their own CAD known as MDS. They later acquired EEsoft and eventually 
merged Touchstone with MDS and developed a more accurate and sophisticated 
CAD package known as ADS [4l. 
2.2 Microwave Circuit Representation 
In order to characterize the behavior of an arbitrary connected n-port 
microwave circuit, measured data of both its transfer and impedance functions must 
be obtained [SJ. At low frequencies, the z, y, h or ABCD parameters are network 
parameters used in the description and analysis of an arbitrarily connected n-port 
networks. However, these parameters cannot be measured accurately at higher 
frequencies (more than 1 GHz). This is because the required short- circuit and open-
circuit tests are difficult to achieve over a broadband range of microwave frequencies. 
A set of parameters that are applicable for the microwave range of frequencies 
(IGHz and above) are the Scattering Parameters (S-Parameters). S-Parameters are 
defmed in terms of traveling waves (incident and reflected waves) that enter and 
leave the network. Incident waves are donated as a-waves and the reflected waves in 
the network are represented as b-waves. These two waves represent normalized 
traveling voltage waves. Figure 2.1 below shows a representation of the incident and 
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Figure 2.1: Incident and Reflected Waves in a Two-Port Microwave Network 





In general, S-matrices are used for the characterization of microwave circuits. 
Hence, two-port networks can be combined arbitrarily in series or parallel to yield 
multi-port (n-port) microwave network. These networks can then be analyzed by 
using any of the multi-port connection methods. 
There are two main methods used to analyze arbitrarily connected n-port 
microwave networks: 
I. Analysis Using Connection-Scattering Matrix. 
2. Multi-port Connection Method. 
Regardless of the method used in the analysis, the S-matrix of the multi-port 
connection is required. 
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2.3 Connection-Scattering Matrix Method 
This method is chosen to develop the computer code for microwave network 
analysis in this project. It is applicable when the network contains arbitrarily 
interconnected ports of several elements and independent external input and output 
ports (m components). A block diagram of such a network is shown Figure 2.2 below. 
The arrows in the network represent the directions of the incident and reflected waves 
at each element port or node on the network. The analysis involves evaluation of the 
scattering parameters of individual elements of the circuit in connection with the 
information on circuit topology and setting them up in the form of the connection 
scattering matrix. Microwave circuits with any arbitrary topology may be analyzed 
using this matrix formalism [61• 
c 
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Figure 2.2: A Simple Multi-port, Arbitrarily Connected Microwave Network 
To illustrate this method clearly, consider that the governing relations for all 
the m components in the network can be put together in the form: 
b=Sa+c ... (2.3.1) 
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a= b= bz 
where a : Incident waves vector 
b : Reflected waves vector 












The matrix in (2.3.2) is called Scattering Matrix and it represents a block 
diagonal matrix whose sub-matrices along the diagonal are the scattering matrices of 
various m components of the network and Os represent null matrices. 
In Figure 2, it is clearly shown that for a pair of connected ports, the outgoing 
wave variable at one port must be equal to the incoming wave variable at the other 






The matrix in (2.3.5) is known as the inverse of the S-matrix of the 
interconnection. This relation can be written for all the interconnected ports in the 
network in the form: 
b = r a ... (2.3.6) 
where r is a Connection Matrix describing the topology of the interconnected 
network. 





W= r -S 
a=W1 c 
where W is called the Connection-Scattering Matrix. 
... (2.3.7) 
The analysis of an n-port arbitrarily connected microwave network is 
determined from equations (2.3.6) and (2.3.7). The solution of (2.3.7) gives the 
incoming waves a at all the components ports in the network. Then the outgoing 
waves b can be obtained from (2.3.6). According to (2.2.3), both a waves and b 
waves are then used to determine the overall S parameters for the overall network. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY AND WORK FLOW 
3.1 Overall Project Flow 
In order to develop the required computer code for microwave circuit analysis 
and simulation, a set of procedures were followed: 
1. Identify problem, Objectives and Scope: Conduct a research to examine and 
understand various available methods and mathematical models for microwave 
circuit analysis based on the problem statement, objectives and scope ofthe project. 
2. Selecting Feasible and Reliable Method: Based on the conducted research, the 
most feasible, applicable and reliable method which is the Connection-Scattering 
Matrix method is chosen. 
3. Develop Matlab Code: Based on the Connection-Scattering Matrix method 
chosen, the computer code algorithms required are developed using Matlab 2007 
software package. 
4. Test the Developed Code: The developed code is implemented on sample 
microwave networks and results obtained are verified to check whether it meets the 
project requirements or not. 
5. Apply Modifications: The developed code is then examined for further 
improvement and modifications. 
Figure 3.1 below shows a Flow Chart of the overall procedure chosen to implement 
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Figure 3.1: Overall Project Procedure Flow Chart 
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3.2 Development of Project Computer Code 
The required computer code in this final year project is chosen to be 
developed using Mathematical Laboratory 2007 (Matlab 2007) software package. 
Matlab is specifically chosen because it is widely known and used extensively in 
universities and colleges to apply and verizy mathematical theories in practical forms. 
It also incorporates many useful features such as there is no need for declaration of 
variables, simple and convenient syntax, easy creation of Graphical User Interfaces 
(GUis) and incorporating many simulation and visualization features. 
3.2.1 Development of Matlab Code Algorithms 
The Connection-Scattering Matrix method is chosen to develop the computer 
code algorithms. As it has been mentioned earlier, the analysis of an arbitrarily 
connected multi-port microwave network based on the Connection-Scattering Matrix 
method depends on determining two major matrices, Scattering Matrix and 
Connection Matrix. From both these matrices, Connection-Scattering Matrix is then 
formed and used to determine the scattering parameters for a given microwave 
network. 
The first step in order to develop the required computer code is to write 
individual Matlab functions that are used to determine the scattering parameters for 
several microwave elements based on their user defined values and descriptions. 
Another Matlab function is then developed to put the scattering parameters of each 
individual element in any given microwave network in one matrix called the 
Scattering Matrix. Information on the network's topology and how elements are 
interconnected with each other are used to generate the Connection Matrix using 
several other Matlab functions. After that, some Matlab functions are developed to 
take both matrices and determine the Scattering Parameters of the overall network 
based on certain default network excitations normally applied in microwave network 
analysis. 
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Figure 3.2 below is a flow chart that represents the steps taken to develop the 
required computer code for microwave circuit analysis in this project. All the 
developed Matlab codes are shown in Appendix A. 
Read Input Data 
(Components Desniption, Ports Intt>l"tonnl'ttion and Freqnl'ltty 
• eration, Chancte1istic lmpedanct>) 




Figure 3.2: Computer Code Development Procedure Flow Chart 
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3.2.2 Development of Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
A simple and suitable Graphical User Interface (GUI) is developed using 
Matlab 2007 software package to facilitate the user to implement the developed 
computer code for microwave circuit analysis. The developed GUI for this purpose is 
named Microwave Circuit Analysis Program and is shown in Figure 3.3 below. It can 
be easily activated by typing the command line 'microwave _gui' on Matlab 
workspace screen. 
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Through this Program, the user can enter all input data needed to calculate 
both the Scattering and Connection Matrices required to determine the Scattering 
Parameters for a given microwave network. In addition, the program enables the user 
to simulate the given network by plotting the Smith Chart for the calculated reflection 
coefficient vector (Sil vector). Figure 3.3 shows the steps the user follows when 
using the Microwave Circuit Analysis Program to analyze and simulate any 
arbitrarily connected microwave network as follows: 
3.2.2.1 Select Network Components 
The program allows the user to select up to six different network components. 
For each component, the user can select an element from a menu that contains 
different elements normally used in microwave network design. For the purpose of 
this fmal year project, the user selects an element from a menu that contains seven 
options; which are: 
• Series Inductor 
• Shunt Inductor 
• Series Capacitor 
• Shunt Capacitor 
• Microstrip Coupled-Line Filter Section 
• Microstrip Tee Junction 
• Open-End Microstrip Transmission Line 
3.2.2.2 Input Elements Parameters Values 
Once the user selects an element form the menu, a pop up window appears 
through which the user can input the element's parameters values. The user can clear 
those values and retype them back any time by clicking on 'Clear'. Once the values 
are entered, the user clicks on 'OK' and continue with the following element in the 
network. 
After the user enters all the parameters values for all elements in the network, 
the program creates sets of data files that contain elements parameters input values. 
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These files can be retrieved at anytime and data can be read and used to analyze the 
network as required. 
3 .2.2.3 Select Frequency of Operation and Characteristic Impedance Zo: 
The user selects a range of frequencies at which the given network is 
analyzed. The user determines the start and stop frequencies values of the given 
frequency range as well as the step size of the frequency increment in the range. The 
developed program allows the user to enter frequency value in the GHz range. In 
addition, the user has to specifY the characteristic impedance (Zo) at which the 
analysis is performed. 
From the data entered previously, the program takes these values and uses 
them to create the Scattering Matrix for all selected elements in the netwotk for the 
range of frequencies given. 
3.2.2.4 IdentifY Elements Ports Numbers 
The user is also required to provide information on the network topology. 
When the user clicks on 'Network Topology', a pop up window appears that enables 
the user to enter the elements ports numbers. Four ports places allocated for each 
network element based on its type. When the user clicks on 'OK', the program will 
take the elements ports numbers given by the user and use them to generate the 
Connection Matrix for the network. 
3.2.2.5 Calculate Scattering Parameters for the Network 
When the user clicks on 'Calculate Scattering Parameters', the program takes 
both Scattering and Connection Matrices and determines the Scattering Parameters 
for the overall network for the range of frequencies specified by the user in the 
program. The Scattering Parameters appears on Matlab workspace screen in a form of 
a table with each row in the table representing the scattering parameters for the 
network for one frequency at a time. 
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3.2.2.6 Smith Chart Simulation 
The developed program incorporates the feature of simulating the response of 
the given network through plotting the Smith Chart simulation of the calculated 
reflection coefficients, S II values. When the user clicks on 'Smith Chart Plot', the 
program takes the Sll values from the first column from the results table as a vector 
and converts them into load impedances vector. The program then uses this load 
impedances vector to plot the Smith Chart simulation for the network. The Matlab 
code used to plot the Smith Chart is originally developed by Antony-Dean 
McKechnie & Neville Wilken in their final year project at Wits, South Africa. It was 
then further developed by Alan Robert Clark, Department of Electrical Engineering, 
Wits, South Africa, 1992. For the purpose of this final year project, this Smith Chart 
Matlab code was implemented with minor modifications to suit the objective of the 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For the purpose of this fmal year project, the required computer code was 
developed using Matlab 2007 software package as indicated in Figure 3.2. As 
explained earlier, several Matlab functions were first developed to determine the 
Scattering Parameters for several microwave elements. Those codes were 
implemented to analyze and simulate each element individually. The results obtained 
are compared with the results obtained from analyzing those elements using 
Advanced Design System (ADS) software package used for design and analysis of 
microwave networks. The analysis of these elements and the verification of the 
obtained results are shown in the following sections of this chapter. 
Once the developed codes for the individual elements were verified, the 
Graphical User Interface, Microwave Circuit Analysis Program, was developed to 
analyze and simulate microwave networks as shown in Figure 3.3. The program takes 
input data from the user and creates both Scattering and Connection Matrices then 
uses them to calculate the Scattering Parameters for the overall network. The program 
was used to analyze and simulate three sample microwave networks, an L-C Low 
Pass Filter, an L-C High Pass Filter, and Microstrip Coupled-Line Band Pass Filter. 
The results obtained are also compared with the results obtained from analyzing those 
networks using Advanced Design System (ADS) software package. The analysis of 
these networks and the verification of the obtained results are also shown in the 
















irripedance = Z • (1.000 + j0.3 
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Figure 4.3: ADS Simulation Smith Chart for Single Series Inductor Circuit 
Table 4.1: Matlab Scattering Parameters for Single Series Inductor Circuit 
8{1, 1) 8{1,2) 8(2, 1) 8(2,2) 
0.0039 + 0.0626i 0.9961 - 0.0626i 0.9961 - 0.0626i 0.0039 + 0.0626i 
0.0088 + 0.0934i 0.9912- 0.0934i 0.9912- 0.0934i 0.0088 + 0.0934i 
0.0155 + 0.1237i 0.9845- 0.1237i 0.9845- 0.1237i 0.0155 + 0.1237i 
0.0241 + 0.1533i 0.9759- 0.1533i 0.9759- 0.1533i 0.0241 + 0.1533i 
0.0343 + 0.1820i 0.9657- 0.1820i 0.9657 - 0.1820i 0.0343 + 0.1820i 
0.0461 + 0.2098i 0.9539 - 0.2098i 0.9539 - 0.2098i 0.0461 + 0.2098i 
0.0594 + 0.2364i 0.9406 - 0.2364i 0.9406 - 0.2364i 0.0594 + 0.2364i 
0.0740 + 0.2618i 0.9260- 0.2618i 0.9260- 0.2618i 0.0740 + 0.2618i 
0.0898 + 0.2859i 0.9102- 0.2859i 0.9102 - 0.2859i 0.0898 + 0.2859i 
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Figure 4.3: ADS Simulation Smith Chart for Single Series Inductor Circuit 
Table 4.1: Matlab Scattering Parameters for Single Series Inductor Circuit 
-Freq 
(GHz) 8(1 ,1) 8(1,2) 8(2,1) 8(2,2) 
1.0 0.0039 + 0.06261 0.9961 - 0.06261 0.9961 - 0.06261 0.0039 + 0.06261 
1.5 0.0088 + 0.09341 0.9912 - 0.09341 0.9912-0.09341 0.0088 + 0.09341 
2.0 0.0155 + 0.12371 0.9845 - 0.12371 0.9845 • 0.12371 0.0155 + 0.12371 
2.5 0.0241 + 0.15331 0.9759 . 0.15331 0.9759 • 0.15331 0.0241 + 0.15331 
3.0 0.0343 + 0.18201 0.9657 - 0.18201 0.9657 - 0.18201 0.0343 + 0.18201 
3.5 0.0461 + 0.20981 0.9539 • 0.20981 0.9539 - 0.20981 0.0461 + 0.20981 
4.0 0.0594 + 0.23641 0.9406 • 0.23641 0.9406 - 0.23641 0.0594 + 0.23641 
4.5 0.07 40 + 0.26181 0.9260- 0.26181 0.9260. 0.26181 0.0740 + 0.26181 
5.0 0.0898 + 0.28591 0.9102-0.28591 0.9102 - 0.28591 0.0898 + 0.28591 
11 
.f11Wt1 - D ~ 
Plo ~ - - T ... Do!Mop - ... 
CJ~Iiil· ~ ~&~~ \( 0 ~ 0 
n 2 
Figure 4.4: Matlab Smith Chart for Single Series Inductor Circuit 
4.1.2 Single Shunt Capacitor 
A single shunt capacitor circuit is shown in Figure 4.5 below. The analysis of 
the element is perfonned at characteristic impedance of 50 Ohms and specified range 
of frequencies of (1 .0 -5.0) GHz with 0.5 GHz increment. Results of both ADS 
simulation and Matlab code implementation are shown clearly. Smith Chart 
simulation results are also clearly indicated. A value pointer is placed at 30Hz 
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Figure 4.5: Single Shunt Capacitor Circuit 
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freq S(1 ,1) S(1,2) S(2,1) S(2,2) 
1.000 GHz 
-0.024- {0.153 0.976. j0.153 0.976. j0.153 -0.024. j0.153 
1.500GHz .0.053. 0.223 0.947. j0.223 0.947. j0.223 -0.053. j0.223 
2.000 GHz .0.090. j0.286 0.910. j0.286 0.910. j0.286 -0.090. ~.286 
2.500 GHz -0.134. j0.340 0.866. j0.340 0.866. j0.340 -0.134. j0.340 
3.000GHz .0.182- j0.386 0.818. ~.386 0.818 . j0.386 -0.182. j0.386 
3.500GHz -0.232. j0.422 0.768 • j0.422 0.768. j0.422 -0.232. ~.422 
4.000 GHz .0.283. j0.450 0.717. j0.450 0.717. j0.450 -0.283. ~.450 
4.500 GHz -0.333. j0.471 0.667. ~.471 0.667. j0.471 -0.333. j0.471 
5.000 GHz -0.382. j0.486 0.618. j0.486 0.618. j0.486 -0.382. j0.486 
Figure 4.6: ADS Simulation Scattering Parameters for Single Shunt Capacitor Circuit 
Input Reflection Coefficient 
freq • , .OOOGHz to 5.000GHz) 













Table 4.2: Mat)ab Scattering Parameters for Single Shunt Capacitor Circuit 
S(1, 1) S(1,2) 
-0.0241-0.15331 0.9759 - 0.15331 
-0.0526 - 0.22321 0.9474- 0.22321 
-0.0898 - 0.28591 0.9102-0.28591 
-0.1336-0.34021 0.8664 - 0.34021 
-0.1817-0.38561 0.8183-0.38561 
-0.2321 - 0.42221 0.7679-0.42221 
-0.2830 - 0.45051 0.7170- 0.45051 
-0.3332- 0.47131 0.6668 - 0.47131 
-0.3815 - 0.48581 0.6185-0.48581 
.,...., 
---Aof.a--T-r-...-• 





0.9759-0.15331 -0.0241 -0.15331 
0.9474-0.22321 -0.0526 - 0.22321 
0.9102 - 0.28591 -0.0898 - 0.28591 
0.8664 - 0.34021 -0.1336 - 0.34021 
0.8183 - 0.38561 -0.1817-0.38561 
0.7679-0.42221 -0.2321 - 0.42221 
0.7170-0.45051 -0.2830 - 0.45051 
0.6668-0.47131 -0.3332 - 0.47131 
0.6185-0.48581 -0.3815 - 0.48581 
0 
2 
Figure 4.8: Matlab Smith Chart for Single Shunt Capacitor Circuit 
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4.1.3 Single Microstrip Coupled-Line Filter Section 
A single microstrip coupled-line filter section circuit is shown in Figure 4.9 
below. The analysis of the element is perfonned at characteristic impedance of 50 
Ohms and specified range of frequencies of(I.O -5.0) GHz with 0.5 GHz increment. 
Results of both ADS simulation and Matlab code implementation are shown clearly. 
Smith Chart simulation results are also clearly indicated. A value pointer is placed at 
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Figure 4.9: Single Microstrip Coupled-Line Filter Section Circuit 
freq S(1 J 1) S(1,~ S(2,1) S(2,2) 
1.000GHz 0.762. p.647 o.oo7 + p.ooe o.oo7 + p.ooe 0.762. ~.647 
1.500 GHz 0.528. p.849 o.013+P.008 o.013 + p.ooe 0.528. ~.849 
2.000GHz 0278-P.960 0.011 +P.005 0.011 + p.oos 0278-P.~ 
2.500GHz 0.044. ~.999 0.020 + ~.684E-4 0.020 + j8.684E-4 0.044. ~.999 
3.000GHz .{).159. p.987 0.021- p.003 0.021- p.003 .{).159-p.987 
3.500GHz .{).330. p.944 0.021- p.007 0.021- p.007 .{).330. ~.944 
4.000GHz .{),469. P-·883 0.020. P..011 0.020. P..011 .{) .469 . P. .883 
4.500GHz .{),583. ~.812 O.Q19. ~.014 0.019. ~.014 .{).583. ~.812 
5.000GHz .{).674. p.738 0.018. p.017 O.Q18. p.017 .{).674. p.738 
Figure 4. 1 0: ADS Simulation Scattering Parameters for Single Microstrip Coupled-
Line Filter Section Circuit 
15 
11'1lU Reflection Coeffident 
eq (1 OOOGHz to 5 OOOGHz) 
Figure 4.11: ADS Simulation Smith Chart for Single Microstrip Coupled-Line Filter 
Section Circuit 
Table 4.3: Matlab Scattering Parameters for Single Microstrip Coupled-Line Filter 
Section Circuit 
Freq S(1, 1) S(1,2) S(2,1) S(2,2) (GHz) 
1.0 0.7706 - 0.63641 0.0213 + 0.02571 0.0213 + 0.02571 0.7706 - 0.63641 
1.5 0.5427 - 0.83871 0.0375 + 0.02421 0.0375 + 0.02421 0.5427 - 0.83871 
2.0 0.2988 - 0.95291 0.0493 + 0.01551 0.0493 + 0.01551 0.2988 - 0.95291 
2.5 0.0688-0.99611 0.0552 + 0.00381 0.0552 + 0.00381 0.0688 - 0.9961 I 
3.0 -0.1330 - 0.9895i 0.0562 - 0.0076i 0.0562 - 0.00761 -0.1330- 0.98951 
3.5 -0.3032- 0.95121 0.0539 - 0.01721 0.0539-0.01721 -0.3032- 0.95121 
4.0 -0.4437 - 0.89441 0.0498 - 0.02471 0.0498 - 0.02471 -0.4437 - 0.89441 
4.5 -0.5585 - 0.82781 0.0449 - 0.03031 0.0449 - 0.03031 -0.5585 - 0.82781 
5.0 -0.6518- 0.75661 0.0399 - 0.03441 0.0399 - 0.03441 -0.6518 - 0. 75661 
36 
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Figure 4.12: Matlab Smith Chart for Single Microstrip Coupled-Line Filter Section 
4.1.4 Single Microstrip Tee Junction 
A single microstrip tee junction circuit is shown in Figure 4.13 below. The 
analysis of the element is performed at characteristic impedance of 50 Ohms and 
specified range of frequencies of (15.0 -20.0) GHz with 0.5 GHz increment. Results 
of both ADS simulation and Matlab code implementation are shown clearly. Smith 
Chart simulation results are also clearly indicated. A value pointer is placed at 170Hz 
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Figure 4.13: Single Microstrip Tee Junction Circuit 
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freq 5(1,1) 5(1,2) 5(1,3) 5(3,3) 
15.00 GHz -0.409 + j0.007 0.450- j0.504 0.529- j0.309 -0.453- j0.209 
15.50 GHz -0.416 + j0.011 0.430- j0.522 0.516- j0.321 -0.465- j0.214 
16.00 GHz -0.424 + j0.015 0.409- j0.539 0.502- j0.333 -0.477- j0.218 
16.50 GHz -0.431 + j0.020 0.386- j0.556 0.487- j0.344 -0.490- j0.222 
17.00 GHz -0.439 + j0.026 0.363- j0.572 0.472- j0.355 -0.503- j0.224 
17.50 GHz -0.446 + j0.033 0.339- j0.587 0.456- j0.365 -0.517 -j0.225 
18.00 GHz -0.453 + j0.041 0.313- j0.602 0.439- j0.375 -0.531 -j0.226 
18.50 GHz -0.459 + j0.051 0.287- j0.616 0.422- j0.384 -0.546- j0.225 
19.00 GHz -0.464 + j0.061 0.260- j0.628 0.405- j0.392 -0.561 -j0.223 
19.50 GHz -0.469 + j0.072 0.232- j0.641 0.388- j0.400 -0.576- j0.220 
20.00GHz -0.473 + j0.084 0.203- j0.652 0.370- j0.407 -0.590 -j0.215 
Figure 4.14: ADS Simulation Scattering Parameters for Single Microstrip Tee 
Junction Circuit 
Input Reflection Coetocient 
m1 
• 
Figure 4.15: ADS Simulation Smith Chart for Single Microstrip Tee Junction Circuit 
Table 4.4: Matlab Scattering Parameters for Single Microstrip Tee Junction Circuit 
Freq S(1 ,1) S(1,2) S(1,3) S(3,3) (GHz) 
15.0 -0.3280 - 0.07331 0.6718 + 0.00171 0.6562 + 0.07161 -0.3315- 0.0496i 
15.5 -0.3276 - 0.0757i 0.6721 + 0.0019i 0.6555 + 0.0739i -0.3314- 0.0512i 
16.0 -0.3273 - 0.0781 i 0.6725 + 0.0020i 0.6548 + 0.0761i -0.3312- 0.05291 
16.5 -0.3269 - 0.0805i 0.6728 + 0.0022i 0.6541 + 0.0784i -0.3311 - 0.05451 
17.0 -0.3265 - 0.0829i 0.6732 + 0.0023i 0.6533 + 0.0806i -0.3310- 0.05621 
17.5 -0.3261 - 0.08531 0.6736 + 0.0025i 0.6525 + 0.0828i -0.3308 - 0.05781 
18.0 -0.3257 - 0.0877i 0.6739 + 0.00271 0.6518 + 0.0850i -0.3307 - 0.0595i 
18.5 -0.3253 - 0.0901 i 0.67 43 + 0.0028i 0.6510 + 0.0872i -0.3305-0.06111 
19.0 -0.3249 - 0.0924i 0.67 47 + 0.0030i 0.6501 + 0.0894i -0.3304 - 0.0628i 
.FIJ••1 • 0 jrj 
l'lt ~ - - !"'* Dlllap - ... 
DllJiila ~ $.EH"J ~ '4' 0 ~ 0 
Figure 4.1 6: Matlab Smith Chart for Single Microstrip Tee Junction Circuit 
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4.1.5 Single Open-End Microstrip Transmission Line 
A single open-end microstrip transmission line circuit is shown in Figure 4.17 
below. The analysis of the element is perfonned at characteristic impedance of 50 
Ohms and specified range of frequencies of (1.0 -5.0) GHz with 0.5 GHz increment. 
Results of both ADS simulation and Matlab code implementation are shown clearly. 
Smith Chart simulation results are also clearly indicated. A value pointer is placed at 
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Figure 4.17: Single Microstrip Open-End Transmission Line Circuit 
ADS Sunnl~non 
Freq S(1 ,1) (GHz) freq s 1.1) 
1.0 0.8814 - 0.4TZ4i 
1.5 0.7475- 0.6643i 
2.0 0.5828 - 0.81261 
2.5 0.4024 - 0.9155i 
1~ GHz 0 889. j0.458 
1500 GHz 0 763 - ~ 647 
2000 GHz 0.600 • JO i96 
2SOO GHz 0.432. J~ 902 
3.0 0.2192 - 0.9757i 3000 GHz 0 254. ~ 96-
3.5 O.O.C26 - 0.99911 3 500 GHz 0 08i -~ 997 
4.0 -0.1216 - 0.9926i 4.000 GHz -0.082 -~ 99i 
4.5 -0.2702 - 0.9628i 4 500 GHz -0 23i -jO 973 
5.0 -0.4022 - 0.91561 5000 GHz -0 365-JO 931 
Figure 4.18: ADS Simulation and Matlab Code Implementation Scattering 
Parameters for Single Microstrip Open-End Line Circuit 
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freq (1 OOOGHz to 5 OOOGHz) 
Figure 4.19: ADS Simulation Smith Chart for Single Open-End Microstrip Line 
Circuit 
,.,.., 
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Figure 4.20: Matlab Smith Chart for Single Open-End Microstrip Line Circuit 
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4.1.6 Microwave L-C Low Pass Filter Network 
Figure 4.21 represents a microwave L-C Low Pass Filter network. This filter 
network is considered to be a four cascaded two-port systems with the inductors and 
capacitors being the four cascaded systems respectively. The characteristic 
impedance of the network is set to 50 Ohms and the frequency of operation is within 
the range of 1.0 - 5.0 GHz with an increment of0.5 GHz. 
The developed Matlab program was used to enter all input data of the 
network's elements parameters values and ports numbers and analyze the network at 
the specified range of frequencies. The same network was then analyzed using ADS 
software package. Results of both ADS simulation and Matlab code implementation 
are shown clearly. Smith Chart simulation results are also clearly indicated. A value 
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freq 5(1.1) 5(1.2) 5(2.1) 5(2.2) 
1.00JGHz .o.111-e.14a o.soo-e.416 o.soo-e.416 .o.042-e.1s1 
1.500 GHz -0.223-~. 157 0.765-~.584 0. 765-~.584 -0.093-~.256 
2.00JGHz .o.335-e.109 o.s1o-e.11o 0.610- ~.710 .o.158-e.315 
2.500GHz -0.422-~.011 0.441-~.792 0.441- ~.792 -0.232 -~.353 
3.00JGHz .o.467 + e.11s o.271-e.834 o.271-e.834 .o.309-e.37o 
3.500GHz -0.461 + ~.255 0.108-~.843 0.108-~.843 -0.382- ~.363 
4.00JGHz -0.408 + ~.381 .o.044-e.s2s .o.044-e.s2s .o.446-e.335 
4.500GHz .o.316+e.47s .o.188-e.198 .o.188-e.798 .o.496- e.2a1 
5.00JGHz -0.195 + ~.534 -0.329-~.754 -0.329-~.754 -0.525- ~.220 
Figure 4.22: ADS Simulation Scattering Parameters for Microwave L-C Low Pass 
Filter Network 
Input Reflection Coeffictent 
freq (1 OOOGHz to 5 OOOGHz) 
Figure 4.23: ADS Simulation Smith Chart for Microwave L-C Low Pass Filter 
Network 
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frequency 511 512 521 522 
1.0000 -0.1114- 0.1484i 0.8901 - 0.4163i 0.8901 - 0.4163i -0.0425 - 0.1806i 
1.5000 -0.2226- 0.1571i 0.7649- 0.5836i 0.7649- 0.5836i -0.0928- 0.2562i 
2.0000 -0.3351- 0.1087i 0.6102 - 0.7096i 0.6102 - 0.7096i -0.1577 - 0.3151i 
2.5000 -0.4225 - 0.0109i 0.4411 - 0.7917i 0.4411- 0.7917i -0.2317- 0.3535i 
3.0000 -0.4668 + 0.1176i 0.2708 - 0.83361 0.2708 - 0.83361 -0.3085 - 0.3695i 
3.5000 -0.4613 + 0.2550i 0.1081 - 0.8429i 0.1081 - 0.8429i -0.3820 - 0.3632i 
4.0000 -D.4084 + 0.3807i -0.0439 - 0.8285i -0.0439 - 0.8285i -0.4464 - 0.3354i 
4.5000 -0.3161 + 0.4782i -0.1875- 0.7976i -0.1875- 0.7976i -0.4961 - 0.2873i 
5.0000 -0.1951 + 0.5341i -0.3295- 0.7537i -D.3295- 0.7537i -0.5245 - 0.2195i 
Figure 4.24: Matlab Scattering Parameters for Microwave L-C Low Pass Filter 
Network 
.f._.., 
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Figure 4.25: MatJab Smith Chart for Microwave L-C Low Pass FiJter Network 
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4.1. 7 Microwave L-C Higb Pass Filter Network 
Figure 4.26 represents a microwave L-C High Pass Filter network. This filter 
network is considered to be a four cascaded two-port systems with the inductors and 
capacitors being the four cascaded systems respectively. The characteristic 
impedance of the network is set to 50 Ohms and the frequency of operation is within 
the range of 1.0 - 5.0 GHz with an increment of 0.5 GHz. 
The developed Matlab program was used to enter all input data of the 
network's elements parameters values and ports numbers and analyze the network at 
the specified range of frequencies. The same network was then analyzed using ADS 
software package. Results of both ADS simulation and Matlab code implementation 
are shown clearly. Smith Chart simulation results are also clearly indicated. A value 
pointer is placed at 30Hz frequency point for each plot to verify the results obtained. 
l1 c 
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freq 8(1 , 1) 8(1 ,2) 8(2,1) 8(2,2) 
HXXJGHz -0.966 + j0.258 0.(Xl3 -j0.001 0.003 -j0.001 0.800- j0.592 
1.500 GHz -0.916 + j0.400 0.014- j0.012 0.014- j0.012 0.571 -j0.821 
2.(XXJ GHz -0.822 + j0.566 0.039- j0.056 0.039 -~.056 0.244-~.967 
2.500 GHz -0.613 + f0.761 0.050- f0.207 0.050 -j0.207 -0.197- j0.957 
3.(XXJ GHz -0.078 + j0.793 -0.244- j0.553 -0.244- j0.553 -0.639- j0.476 
3.500 GHz 0.064 + j0.053 -0.991 -j0.107 -0.991- j0.107 -0.074 + ~.038 
4.(XXJ GHz 
-0.381 -J0.030 -0.780 + J0.496 -0.780 + j0.496 0.134-~.358 
4.500 GHz -0.512 + j0.108 -0.522 + j0.673 -0.522 + j0.673 -0.023- j0.523 
5.(XXJ GHz -0.526 + j0.209 -0.349 + j0.747 -0.349 + j0.747 -0.178-j0.538 





Input Reflection Coefficient 
frAt'l f1 .000GHz to 5 OOOGHz\ 
Figure 4.28: ADS Simulation Smith Chart for Microwave L-C High Pass Filter 
Network 
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Frequency 511 512 521 522 
1.0000 -0.9662 + 0.2577i 0.0030 - 0.0014i 0.0030 - 0.0014i 0.8061 - 0.5918i 
1.5000 -0.9161 + 0.4005i 0.0143 - 0.0117i 0.0143 - 0.0117i 0.5708 - 0.8209i 
2.0000 -0.8217 + 0.5658i 0.0388 - 0.0559i 0.0388 - 0.0559i 0.2437 - 0.967Si 
2.5000 -0.6128 + 0.7611i 0.0500 - 0.2065i 0.0500- 0.2065i -0.1969- 0.9571i 
3.0000 -0.0784 + 0.7925i -0.2445- 0.55321 -0.2445- 0.5532i -0.6387- 0.4756i 
3.5000 0.0645 + 0.0533i -0.9907- 0.1071i -0.9907- 0.1071i -0.0744 + 0.0383i 
4.0000 -0.3807- 0.0304i -0.7799 + 0.4958i -0.7799 + 0.4958i 0.1340 - 0.3577i 
4.5000 -0.5122 + 0.1079i -0.5223 + 0.6732i -0.5223 + 0.6732i -0.0228 - 0.5230i 
5.0000 -0.5262 + 0.2091i -0.3486 + 0.7469i -0.3486 + 0.7469i -0.1776- 0.5376i 
Figure 4.29: Matlab Scattering Parameters for Microwave L-C High Pass Filter 
Network 
., .... , 
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Figure 4.30: Matlab Smith Chart for Microwave L-C High Pass Filter Network 
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4.1.8 Microwave Microstrip Coupled-Lines Band-Pass Filter 
Figure 4.31 represents a microwave Coupled-Line Band Pass Filter network. 
This filter network is considered to be a four cascaded two-port systems with the 
coupled-line filter sections being the four cascaded systems respectively. The 
characteristic impedance of the network is set to 50 Ohms and the frequency of 
operation is within the range of0.7- l.O GHz with an increment of0.02 GHz. 
The developed Matlab program was used to enter all input data of the 
network's elements parameters values and ports numbers and analyze the network at 
the specified range of frequencies. The same network was then analyzed using ADS 
software package. Results of both ADS simulation and Matlab code implementation 
are shown clearly. Smith Chart simulation results are also clearly indicated. A value 
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Figure 4.31 : Microstrip Coupled-Line Band-Pass Filter Network 
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freq S(1,1) S(1,2) S(2,1) S(2,2) 
700.0 Ltiz 
.0.997 + ~.068 
.O.oo2-r2 .0.002 • ~.032 .0.997 + ~.068 720.0Ltiz .0.959+ .2n .0.015- .054 .0.015 . .054 .0.959 + ~.2n 
740.0Ltiz .0.840 + ~.531 .0.058. .091 .0.058 • ~.091 .0.840 + ~.531 
760.0Ltiz .0.526 + ~.815 .0.204. .132 .0.204. ~.132 .0.526 + ~.815 
780.0 Ltiz 0.199 +~.764 .0.593 + ~.155 .0.593 + .155 0.199 + ~.764 
800.0 Ltiz 0.210 +fg· 82E-4 .0.003 + .978 .0.003 + ~.978 0.210 +fs.,82E-4 
820.0Ltiz 0.0 9-~.035 OJ73T85 0.873 + ~.485 0.0 9. ~.035 840.0 Ltiz .0.062. ~.144 o.-.. 392 OB-~.392 .0.062. ~.144 
860.0Ltiz .0.111- ~.D21 0.249. .965 0.249 • ~.965 .0.111· ~.021 
880.0Jft 0.302 • ~.387 .0.687 • ~.536 .0.687. ~.536 0.302 • ~.387 
900.0Jft 
.0.291· ~.852 .0.412 + ~.141 .0.412 + ~.141 .0.291 • Q.852 
920.0Jft .0.733. .647 .0.140 + ~.158 .0.140 + ~.158 .0.733. ~.647 
940.0Jft .0.911· ~.395 .0.047 +~.109 .0.047 + ~.109 .0.911· ~.395 
960.0Jft .0.981- ~.180 .0.014 + ~.074 .0.014+r4 .0.981-riiO 9tYJ.Offt .0.999 + ~.002 8.246E-5 + .051 8.246E-5 + .051 .0.999 + .002 
1.000~ .0.987 +~.157 0.006 + ~.037 0.006+ .037 .0.987 + .157 
Figure 4.32: ADS Simulation Scattering Parameters for Microwave Coupled-Line 
Band Pass Filter Network 
m1 
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Figure 4.33: ADS Simulation Smith Chart for Microwave Coupled-Line Band Pass 
Filter Network 
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Frequency 511 512 521 522 
0.7000 -0.9980 + 0.05231 -0.0019 - 0.0364i -0.0019 - 0.03641 -0.9980 + 0.0524i 
o. 7200 -0.9680 + 0.24431 -0.0142 - 0.05641 -0.0142 - 0.05641 -0.9679 + 0.24431 
0.7400 -0.8757 + 0.47231 -0.0479 - 0.0888i -0.0479 - 0.08881 -0.8756 + 0.4723i 
0.7600 -0.6503 + 0.73371 -0.1475- 0.13071 -0.1475- 0.13071 -0.6502 + 0.7338i 
0.7800 -0.1171 + 0.88971 -0.4376 - 0.05751 -0.4376 - 0.05751 -0.1169 + 0.88971 
0.8000 0.3950 + 0.27941 -0.5053 + 0.7146i -0.5053 + 0.7146i 0.3951 + 0.27931 
0.8200 0.0521 - 0.03111 0.5123 + 0.8567i 0.5123 + 0.8567i 0.0521 - 0.0312i 
0.8400 0.0081 - 0.08831 0.9919 + 0.09091 0.9919 + 0.09091 0.0081 - 0.08831 
0.8600 -0.1216- 0.11671 0.6826- 0.71111 0.6826- 0.7111i -0.1216- 0.11681 
0.8800 0.1523 - 0.04521 -0.2810 - 0.94651 -0.2810 - 0.9465i 0.1523 - 0.04531 
0.9000 0.0095 - 0.80931 -0.5872 - 0.00681 -0.5872 - 0.00681 0.0094 - 0.80931 
0.9200 -0.6318 - 0.73541 -0.1858 + 0.15961 -0.1858 + 0.15961 -0.6319- 0.7353i 
0.9400 -0.8829 - 0.45441 -0.0542 + 0.10531 -0.0542 + 0.10531 -0.8830 - 0.45431 
0.9600 -0.9746 - 0.21391 -0.0141 + 0.0643i -0.0141 + 0.06431 -0.9746 - 0.21391 
0.9800 -0.9991 - 0.01621 -0.0007 + 0.04031 -0.0007 + 0.04031 -0.9991 - 0.01621 
1.0000 -o.9884 + 0.14991 0.0040 + 0.02611 0.0040 + 0.0261i -0.9883 + 0.14991 
Figure 4.34: Matlab Scattering Parameters for Microwave Coupled-Line Band Pass 
Filter Network 
... (.JI - -. !;do o..ICQ - ""' 
D ~ W If •, ·, 0 '• • [] 0 
Figure 4.35: Matlab Smith Chart for Microwave Coupled-Line Band Pass Filter 
Network 
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Vector S21 obtained from the results shown in Figure 4.34 was extracted from 
the results and was used to plot a linear graph of the forward transmission response of 
the network shown in Figure 4.31 by plotting the magnitude of S21 over the 
frequency range given. The graph plotted was compared to the graph obtained from 
ADS simulation of the network and the results are shown below: 
m1 10 
lreq:MO ()MHZ O g 
512.1):0 9&& 1·23406 
08 • 
• 07 . 
I 
06 • 
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Figure 4.36: ADS Forward Transmission Simulation for Microwave Coupled-Line 
Band Pass Filter Network 
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Figure 4.37: Matlab Forward Transmission Simulation for Microwave Coupled-Line 
Band Pass Filter Network 
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4.2.2 Analysis of Microwave Filter Networks 
The developed Matlab program was used to analyze and simulate some 
microwave networks. For the purpose of this project, tbree microwave networks were 
analyzed;. Microwave L-C Low Pass Filter, Microwave L-C High Pass Filter, and 
Microwave Micostrip Coupled-Line Band Pass Filter. Comparison of results obtained 
from ADS simulation and Matlab code implementation of these networks indicates 
that the results are very similar to each other with an acceptable range of accuracy. 
The results obtained from Matlab program analysis of Microwave L-C Low 
Pass and L-C High Pass Filter Networks are almost the same as the results obtained 
from ADS analysis of the same networks. On the other hand, the results obtained 
from Matlab program analysis of Microwave Microstrip Coupled-Line Band Pass 
Filter Network differ a little from the results obtained from ADS analysis. This is 
because the mathematical model used to implement the Matlab code in this project 
may differ a bit from the ideal model ADS software uses to analyze Coupled-Line 
Filter Sections. This is due to different mathematical models available to analyze 
microstrip elements as explained earlier. However, careful comparison of both results 
shows an acceptable range of similarity and accuracy between them. 
From all the results obtained and shown clearly in the previous section, it can 
be concluded that the results obtained from implementation of the Matlab code 
developed in this project are very similar to the results obtained from ADS 
simulation. This proofs that the method chosen to analyze microwave networks; the 
Connection-Scattering Matrix method; is effective and reliable. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
A detailed and practical computer code that acts as basis for an alternative 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) program for microwave network analysis and design 
is successfully developed in this fmal year project. This alternative CAD program is 
to be specially developed to fulfill the requirements and learning outcomes of 
Microwave Engineering courses at universities and engineering institutions. The 
computer code required in this final year project is developed based on the 
Connection-Scattering Matrix method and implemented via Matlab 2007 software 
package. A detailed verification of the results obtained is successfully achieved 
through comparison with the results obtained from Advanced Design System (ADS) 
software packages used for analysis and simulation of microwave networks. 
The developed Matlab code successfully achieved the main objectives of this 
final year project as follows: 
i. Successfully performs computerized analysis and simulation of microwave 
networks with accurate and reliable results. 
ii. Incorporates a suitable Graphical User Interface (GUI) for an easy and 
convenient usage and implementation of the developed code. 




This final year project successfully developed an open source Matlab code 
that can be used as a basis for an alternative CAD program for microwave network 
analysis and simulation. This Program can be implemented to fulfill the requirements 
and learning outcomes of Microwave Engineering courses at universities and 
engineering institutions as an alternative to the expensive available CAD programs 
currently being used. It is recommended that students access and modizy the 
developed code for further enhancement of the program. There are several areas of 
improvements can be implemented on the developed code such as: 
5.2.1 Number of Network Components 
It is recommended that the developed code program be further improved by 
including the option of using more than six components to analyze any given 
microwave network. The program can include the option of 'Add Component' 
whenever the user needs to analyze microwave networks that contain more than six 
network components. 
5.2.2 Analysis of Other Microwave Elements 
The developed program allows the user to select a network component from a 
menu that contains five different microwave elements. It is recommended that the 
program be further improved by including the analysis of microwave elements such 
as stripline elements and other lumped and microstrip elements. 
5.2.3 Simulation of Microwave Networks 
The developed program allows the user to perform network simulation by 
plotting the Smith Chart of the input reflection coefficients; S 11 vector. The program 
can be further developed by developing Matlab codes to plot the network response in 
terms of S21 and S 12 vectors and include these plots in the GUI developed in this 
project. These plots can be very useful in design and analysis of microwave networks. 
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APPENDIX A 
~ Subroutines to Calculate Scattering Parameters for a Series Inductor: 
%%% Function to calculate Scattering Parameters of a Series Inductor 
%%% for a given range of frequencies 
function s_indc_series=s_all indc_series(ZO,L,fl,f2,incrt) 
fl = f1*1QA9; % Start frequency in GHz 
f2 = f2*1QA9; % Stop frequency in GHz 
inert = incrt*10A9; 




% frequency increment: value in GHz 
% Inductor value in nH 
~6 Loop repeats based on increment in frequency 
% calculate Scattering Parameters for one 
% frequency at a time 
s_indc_series=[s_indc_series;k]; 
end 
function LM = INDC_SERIES(ZO,f,L) 
w = 2 *pi * f; % 'f' is the frequency of operation 
Z = w * L * i; % 'L' is the inductor value in nH 
SLll Z I (Z + 2 * ZO); ~ 'ZO' is the characteristic impedance 
SL12 2 * ZO I ( Z + 2 * ZO) ; 
SL22 SLll; 
SL21 SL12; 
LM = [SLll SL12 SL21 SL22]; 
~ Subroutines to Calculate Scattering Parameters for a Shunt Inductor: 
%%% Function to calculate Scattering Parameters of a Shunt Inductor 
%S:S% for a given range of frequencies 
function s~indc~shunt=s all~indc_shunt(ZO,L,fl,£2,incrt) 
fl = f1*1QA9; % Start freq~ency in GHz 
£2 = f2*10A9; * Stop frequency in GHz 
inert = incrt*lOA9; 




% frequency increment value in GI-Iz 
~6 Inductor value in nH 
% Loop repeats based on increment in frequency 
% calculate Scattering Parameters for one 
'6 frequency at a time 
s_indc_shunt=[s_indc_shunt;k]; 
end 
function LMl = INDC_SHUNT(ZO,f,L) 
w = 2 * pi * f; 
Z = w * L * i; 
Y= 1/Z; 
SLll -ZO*YI(2+ ZO*Y); 
SL12 2 I (2 + ZO*Y); 
SL22 SLll; 
SL21 SL12; 
LMl = [SLll SL12 SL21 SL22]; 
% '£' is the frequency of operation 
% 'L' is the inductor value in nH 
~' 'ZO' is the characteristic impedance 
Subroutines to Calculate Scattering Parameters for a Single Microstrip Coupled-Line Filter 
Section: 
c,_ c,_ o_ 
·o 'o ·o 
%%% 
Function to calculate Scattering Parameters of a single microstrip 
coupled line filter section for a given range of frequencies 
funcclon s coupled~s_all_coupled(input_coupled,fl,f2,incrt) 
w~ input_coupled(1); 6 width of the substrate 
h ~input_coupled(2); '6 height of the substrate 
L~input coupled(3); ;; Length of the inductor 
s=input _coupled ( 4) ; % separation bet1Areen conductors 
Er= input_coupled(S); 9; dielectric constant of the substrate material 
£1 ~ £1*10"9; % start frequency in GHz 
£2 ~ £2*10"9; % stop frequency in GHz 
inert = incrt*lOA9; 
s coupled~ [] ; 




% loop repeats ba.sed on the frequency increment 
end 
function [S] ~ Coupled(h,W,s,L,f,Er) 
ERE = Dielec (W,Er,h); 9i calculate the errec"Clve dielectric constant 
Zu = IMPWU(ERE,W,h); %calculate the impedance based on ERE 
Eree = Dielec_even (W,Er,h,s,ERE); %calculate even-mode impedance 
Ereo = Dielec_odd (W,Er,h,s,ERE); 50 calculate the odd-mode impedance 
z =IMPEO(W,h,s,Er,ERE,Eree,Ereo,Zu); %calculate the characteristic impedance 
c = 0.3*10A9; % speed of light 
L = L*2.54*10A-5; % length of the conductor 
wp ~ 2.0*pi*f; 
Beta~ wp* ((sqrt(ERE))/c); 
teta = Beta *L; 
Z ~ Z_param(z(1),z(2),teta); 
zo ~so; 
% electrical J.ength of the coupled line 
% calculate the Z-parameters of the line 
S ~ conZ2S(Z(1},Z(2),Z(3),Z(4),ZO); %calculate the S-parameters of the line 
%'6% Function to calculate the Effective Dielectric Cons~cant based on 
%~?:> given die1ectric constant and substrate height and V·..'idth 
function ERE= Dielec (W,Er,h); % '\117 1 is the substrate l.oJidth 
u = W/h; 't 'h' is the substrate height 
~1 ~ 1 + (1/49)* log((u"4 + (u/52)"2)/ (u"4 + 0.432)); 
~2 ~ (l/18.7)*log (1+ (u/18.1)"3); 
~ ~ Al +A2; 
B ~ 0.564 *((Er- 0.9)/(Er + 3))"0.053; % 'Er' is the dielectric constant 
eWh ~(1+ (10/u))" (-A*B); 
oRE~ ((Er+l)/2)+((Er- l)/2)*FWh; 
-6'~% Function to calculate the characteristic impedance from kno•"m ERE, ididth 
~%% and height of the substrate 
function Zu ~ IMPWU(ERE,W,h); 
" ~ W/h; 
Eu 6 + ((2*pi)-6)* exp (-1*(30.666/u)"0.7528); 
6u ~ (60/sqrt(ERE)) * (log ((fu/u) + sqrt (1 + (2/u)"2))); 
%%% Function to calct1late the Effective Dielectric Constant for the even mode 
function Eree = Dielec even (W,Er,h,s,ERE); 
u ~ W/h; 
g = s/h; %1 s' is the separation between conductors 
v ~ (u *(20 + gA2)/(10 + gA2) )+ g*exp(-g); 
aev ~ 1 +(log(((vA4)+(v/(52)A2))/((vA4)+0.432))/49)+(log(1+(v/18.l)A3)/18.7); 
bev ~ 0.564 *((Er-0.9)/(Er+3))A0.053; 
Eree ~ 0.5*(Er+1) +0.5*(Er-1)*(1+ (10/v))A (-1*aev*bev); 
%%% Function to calculate the Effective Dielectric Constant for the odd mode 
function Ereo = Dielec odd (W,Er,h,s,ERE); 
u ~ W/h; 
g ~ s/h; 
aod 0.7287 * (ERE-0.5*(Er+1))*(1-exp(-0.179*u)); 
bod (0.747 *Er)/(0.15+Er); 
cod bod-(bod-0.207)*exp(-0.414*u); 
dod 0.593+0.694*exp(-0.562*u); 
Ereo ~ (0.5*(Er+1)+aod-ERE)*exp(-cod*gAdod)+ ERE; 
%%% Function to calculate the even and odd modes impedances 
function [Zrn] = IMPEO(W,h,s,Er,ERE,Eree,Ereo,Zu); 
u ~ W/h; 
g ~ s/h; 
Q1 0.8695*(u)A0.194; 
Q2 1+0.7519*g+0.189*(g)A2.31; 
Q3 0.1975+(16.6+(8.4/g)A6)A-0.387 +log((gA10)/(1+(g/3.4)A10))/241; 
Q4 (2*Q1/Q2)* (exp(-g)*(uAQ3)+(2-exp(-g))*(uA-Q3))A-1; 




Q8 exp(-6.5 -0.95*log(g)-(g/0.15)A5); 
Q9 log(Q7)*(Q8+ (1/16.5)); 
Q10 ~ ((Q2)A-1)*(Q2*Q4-Q5*exp(log(u)*Q6*(u)A-Q9)); 
Zo Zu* (sqrt(ERE/Ereo))*(1/(1-(Zu/377)*((ERE)A0.5)*Q10)); 
Zm ~ [Ze Zo]; 
%'6% Function to calculate the Z-parameters of single coupled line filter 
%%% section from the known Ze and Zo 
function [Z] ~ Z_param(Ze,Zo,teta); 
ZO ~ sqrt (Ze*Zo); 
Zll (-i/2) * (Ze +Zo) *cot (teta); 
Z22 Zll; 
Z12 (-i/2)*(Ze -Zo)*csc (teta); 
Z21 Z12; 
Z ~ [Z11 Z12 Z21 Z22 ZO]; 
6%% Function to convert the Z-parameters to Scattering Parameters 
function [Sz] conZ2S(Z11,Z12,Z21,Z22,ZO); 
odelta ~ (Z11 + ZO)*(Z22 +ZO)- Z12*Z21; 
311 ((Z11- Z0)*(Z22 + ZO) - Z12*Z21)/Zdelta; 
312 (2.0*Z12*ZO)/Zdelta; 
321 (2.0*Z21*ZO)/Zdelta; 
S22 = ((Zll + ZO)*(Z22- ZO) - Z12*Z21)/Zdelta; 
Sz = [Sll S12 S21 S22]; 
~ Subroutines to Calculate Scattering Parameters for a Single Microstrip Tee Junction: 
%%% Function to calculate Scattering Parameters of a single microstrip tee 
%%% junction for a given range of frequencies 
function s_tee=s_all_tee(input tee,fl,f2,incrt) 
Wl= input_tee(l); %width of the main substrate 
W2= input_tee {2); ':':; width of the second substrate 
h= input_tee (3); % height of the substrate 
Er= input_tee(4); %dielectric constant of the substrate material 
fl = f1*10"'9; "6 start frequency in GHz 
f2 = f2*10A9; 
inert = incrt*l0"'9; 
s_tee=[]; 
% stop frequency in GHz 
'{, increment frequency in GHz 




%%% Function to calculate Scattering Parameters for microstrip Tee Junction 
function [S] ~ tee_junc (Wl,W2,Er,h,f); 
Wl = W1*(2.54*10A-5); %%%put it in meters 
W2 = W2*(2.54*10A-5); 
h = h*(2.54*10A-5); 
ul = Wl/h; 
All= 1 + (1/49)* log((u1A4 + (ul/52)A2)/ (u1A4 + 0.432));. 
A12 = (l/18.7)*log (1+ (ul/18.1)A3); 
Al = All +A12; 
B1 = 0.564 *((Er- 0.9)/(Er + 3))AQ.053; 
FWhl =(1+ (10/u1))A (-Al*Bl); 
EREl = ((Er+1)/2)+((Er- 1)/2)*FWh1; 
fu1 6 + ((2*pi)-6)* exp (-1*(30.666/ul)A0.7528); 
Zu1 = (60/sqrt(EREl)) * (log ((ful/ul) + sqrt (1 + (2/ul)A2))); 
u2 = W2/h; 
A21 = 1 + (1/49)* log((u2A4 + (u2/52)A2)/ (u2A4 + 0.432)); 
A22 = (1/18.7)*log (1+ (u2/18.1)A3); 
A2 = A21 +A22; 
B2 = 0.564 *((Er- 0.9)/(Er + 3))AQ.053; 
FWh2 =(1+ (10/u2))A (-A2*B2); 
ERE2 = ((Er+l)/2)+((Er- 1)/2)*FWh2; 
fu2 6 + ((2*pi)-6)* exp (-1*(30.666/u2)A0.7528); 
Zu2 = (60/sqrt(ERE2)) * (log ((fu2/u2) + sqrt (1 + (2/u2)A2))); 
zo = 50; 
~ = 0.3*1QA9; %%% speed of light 
Lwl (Zul*sqrt (EREll) /c; 
Lw2 = (Zu2*sqrt (ERE2))/c; 
:t (((100/tanh(0.0072*Zu2))+0.64*Zu2-261)*Wl); %%%in pF 







Zin2 = ((1+X1)*(X2+X3))/(1+X1+(2*(X2+X3))); 








833 (Zin2 -1)/(Zin2+1); 
[8] [811 S12 813 821 822 S23 831 832 833]; 
» Subroutines to Calculate Scattering Parameters for a Single Open-End Microstrip 
Transmission Line: 
%%% Function to calculate Scattering Parameters of a sing~e microstrip 






fl = fl *10A9; 
f2 = f2*10A9; 
inert = incrt*lOA9; 





% Width of the substrate 
% height of the substra·te 
% length of the conductor 
% dielectric constant of the substrate material 
% start frequency in GHz 
% stop frequency in GHz 
'% frequency increment in GHz 
'-!; loop repeats based on the frequency increment 
%%% Function to calculate Scattering Parameters for an Open-End Microstrip 
%%% Transmission Line 
function Sll = open_endl (W,h,L,Er,f}; 
u = W/h; 
A1 = 1 + (1/49)* log((uA4 + (u/52)A2)/ (uA4 + 0.432)); 
A2 = (1/18.7)*log (1+ (u/18.1)A3); 
A = A1 +A2; 
B = 0.564 *((Er- 0.9)/(Er + 3))A0.053; 
FWh =(1+ (10/u))A (-A*B); 
ERE= ((Er+1)/2)+((Er- 1)/2)*FWh; 
fu = 6 + ((2*pi)-6)* exp (-1*(30.666/u)A0.7528); 
Zu = (60/sqrt(ERE)) * (log ((fu/u) + sqrt (1 + (2/u)A2))); 
c = 0.3*1QA9; %%D speed of light 
zo =50; 
h = h*(2.54 *1QA-5); 
L ~ L*(2.54 *lQA-5); 
DL ~ (0.412*h*(ERE+0.3)*(u+0.264))/((ERE-0.258)*(u+0.813))+L; 
BL ~ DL*2*pi*f*sqrt(ERE)/c; 
Zin - i* Zu*cot(BL); 
Sll ~ (Zin-ZO)/(Zin+ZO); 
J;> Subroutines to Set Input Data Files for all Network Elements: 
%~:!>;, lTunction to initiaLLze al1 input data files for all elements 
function initial all 
findc = fopen{ 'INDC_.SERIES_data', 'w'); ~' series inductor input data file 
fclose (findc); 
findcl = fopen {' INDC _SHUNT data', 'w' ) ; % shunt inductor input data file 
fclose(findcl); 
fcap = fopen (·CAP ~t;J:UE::i data',' w'); % series capacitor input data file 
fclose (fcap); 
fcapl = fopen ('CAP ~HUN'.C data', 'w'); % shunt capacitor input data file 
fclose ( fcapl) ; 
fcoupled=fopen ( · coupl_ed data·, · w · ) ; 'd coupled line input data :t:Lle 
fclose(fcoupled); 
fjunc = fopen{ "l'_Junction data', ·w·); % tee junct:ion input data file 
fclose ( fjunc); 
£line = fopen ('Open End_ data', 'w' ) ; % open-end line input data file 
fclose(fline); 
1. Series Inductor 
%%% Function to create input data set for all series inductor elements 
%9;Z, selected by the user for n number of times 
function inductor_series_data (indcl) 
findc _series = fopen {' INDC __ SERIES data 1 , 1 a 1 ) ; % open file and append data 
fprintf(findc_series, 1 %g 1 ,indcl); 
fclose{findc_series); 
'6 from the end without oveno,~ri ting 
%%~, Function to read input data for all series inductor elements 
function inductor series =inductor series read () 
findcl = fopen{·l_NUL_:::lt..Kl_t..O_aa"Ca· ); 
inductor series =fscanf(findcl, 1 %f 1 ); 
fclose(findcl); 
2. Shunt Inductor 
'6~;R:; Function to create input data set for all shunt inductor elements 
'0%L?.J selected by the~ user for n number of times 
function inductor shunt data (indc2) 
findc shunt £open { 1 INDC SHUNT data 1 , 1 a 1 ); 0o open file and append data 
fprintf(findc_shunt, · ,g·,indc2); 
fclose(findc_shunt); 
% from the end without overwriting 
%%% Function to read input data for all shunt inductor elements 
function inductor_shunt =inductor_shunt read () 
findc2 ~ fopen('INDC_SHUNT_data'); 
inductor_shunt =fscanf(findc2, ·~±'); 
fclose(findc2); 
3. Series Capacitor 
%%% Function to creace input data set for all series capacitor elements 
%%% selected by the user for n number of times 
function capacitor_series_data (cap2) 
fcap _series fopen ( 1 CAP_ SERIES data 1 , 'a') ; % open file and append data 
fprintf(fcap_series, · tg·,cap2); 
fclose(fcap_series); 
~ f.rom the end 1.t.Jithout overwriting 
%%% Function to read input data for all series capacitor elements 
function capacitor_series = capacitor_series_read() 
fcap2 = fopen('LA~_0~K~~0_aaca·); 
~apacitor_series=fscanf{fcap2, 1 %f'); 
fclose(fcap2); 
4. Shunt Capacitor 
%%% Function to create input data set for all shunt capacitor elements 
6'P'o selected by the user for n number of times 
Eunctlon capacitor shunt_data (capl) 
fcap_shunt = fopen('CAP SHUNT data', 'a'); %open file and append data 
Eprintf(fcap_shunt,' %g',capl); 
fclose(fcap_shunt); 
'·8 from the end without overwrit:.ing 
~%% Function to read input data for all shunt capacJ.tor elements 
function capacitor_shunt = capacitor_shunt_read() 
Ecapl = fopen{ 'LA~_btiUNT_aaca·}; 
~apacitor_shunt=fscanf(fcapl, '%f'); 
fclose ( fcapl); 
5. Microstrip Coupled Line Filter Section 
5't~~ Function to create input data set for all coupled line filter sections 
~£is% selected by the user for n number of times 
:unction coupled_data{Width,Height,Length,Seperation,D_constant) 
:coupled= fopen('Coupled_data 1 , 'a'); 
oprintf (fcoupled, · \n 'og 'cg tg %g 
~g',Width,Height,Length,Seperation,D_constant); 
oclose(fcoupled); 
~~% Function to read input data from user for each coupled line sections 
'unction coupled ~ coupled_read() 
'coupledl ~ fopen('Coupled data'); 
:oupled~ [] ; 
:or i~l:lO 
if( feof(fcoupledl)) % if no data stored in the data file 
break 
end 




6. Microstrip Tee Junction 
%%~ Function to create input data set for all tee junction elements selected 
%%'<\ by the user for n number of times 
function tee_junc_data(Width1,Width2,Height,D_constant) 
fjunc = fopen('T junction data','a'); 
fprintf(fjunc, · \n ~g ·og ~g ~g· ,Width1,Width2,Height,D_constant); 
fclose (fjunc); 
%76'6 Function to read input data from use.r for each tee junc-tion element 
function tee_junc= tee_junc_read () 






% if no data stored in the data file 




7. Microstrip Open-End Transmission Line 
%%% Function to create input data set for all open_ end transmission line 
%%% .sections selected by the user for n number of times 
function open_end_data(Width,Height,Length,D_constant) 
fline = fopen('Open_End_data', 'a'); 
fprintf(fline, '\n ~g ~g ~g ~g',Width,Height,Length,D_constant); 
fclose ( fline) ; 
%%';5 Function to read input data from user for each open __ end line e.Lements 
function line = open_end_read() 






% if no data stored in the data file 
Dline1=fscanf(flinel, ·n1 •g og •g og·, [1 4]); 
Open_End=[Open_End;Dline1]; 
end 
fclose ( flinel); 
l> Subroutine to Set Number of Ports for all Network Elements: 
% '6 ~~ Function to determine the element's number of ports when selected from 
%%% the menu by the user 
function [Ep]~elements (menues) 
Ep~ [] ; 





















% series inductor, 2 ports 
~, shunt inductor, 2 ports 
% series capacitor, 2 ports 
% shunt capacitor, 2 ports 
% coupled line filter section, 2 ports 
% tee junction, 3 ports 
% open-end line, 1 port 
~ Subroutines to Set the Scattering Matrix for all Selected Elements in the Network for the 
Range of Frequency of operation Specified by the User: 
~%% Function creates matrices for each element that contains scattering 
~%% parameters for all frequencies in the range given 
is read input data values for selected elements depending on how many times 
~ they have been selected by the user 
Eunction [Smatrix]~individual_S (menues,fl,f2,incrt,ZO) 






3 june~ []; 
3_line=[]; 
:!lement times 
=[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,1,1,1,1,1,1, 1, 1,1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,1, 1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1, 1,1, 1, 1,1 
.1,1,1,1]; %to specify how many times the element is used 






% for this program we are using up to 6 elements max 
inductor series=inductor series_read (); 
temp ~ 
l all indc_series(ZO,inductor_series{elernent tirnes(l)),f1,f2,incrt); 
S_indc_series=[S_indc_series; temp]; 
element_times(l)~element_times(l)+l; 
%indicates that series inductor has been chosen more than one time 
Ep~ [Ep 2]; % element has 2 ports 
case 3 
inductor shunt=inductor_shunt_read {); 
temp ~ 
s all indc shunt(ZO,inductor shunt(element times(2)),fl,f2,incrt); 
S_indc_shunt~[S Indc_shunt; temp]; 
element_times(2)~element_times(2)+1; 
%indicates that shunt inductor has been chosen more than one time 
Ep~[Ep 2); ~ element has 2 ports 
case 4 





%indicates that series capacitor has been chosen more than one time 
Ep~[Ep 2); %element has 2 ports 
case 5 





%indicates that shunt capacitor has been chosen more than one time 
Ep~[Ep 2]; %element has 2 ports 
case 6 
coupled~ coupled_read (); 
temp ~s_all_coupled(coupled(element times(5), :),fl,f2,incrt); 
S_coupled~[S_coupled; temp]; 
element_times(5)~element_times(5)+1; 
%indicates that coupled line has been chosen more than one time 
Ep~[Ep 2); %element has 2 ports 
case 7 
tee_junc~ tee june read (); 
temp~ s_all_tee(tee_junc(element times(6), :),fl,f2,incrt); 
S_junc~[S_junc; temp]; 
element_times(6)~element_times(6)+1; 
%indica-tes that tee junction has been chosen more than one time 
Ep~[Ep 3]; %element has 3 ports 
case 8 
line =open_end_read (); 
temp ~s all open(line(element_times(7), :),fl,f2,incrt); 
S_line~[S_line; temp); 
element_times(7)~element_times(7)+1; 
'(}indicates that open-end line has been chosen more than one time 













Sp~ [] ; 
for j ~l:size(Ep,2) 
switch menues(j) 
their type 
~ the no of elements 




row = temp_indc_series*freq_range+i; 
Sp~[Sp S_indc_series(row, :)]; 
temp_indc_series=temp_indc_series+l; 
case 3 
row = temp_indc_shunt*freq_range+i; 
Sp~[Sp S_indc_shunt(row, :)]; 
temp_indc_shunt~temp_indc_shunt+l; 
case 4 
row = temp_cap_series*freq_range+i; 
Sp~[Sp S_cap_series(row, :)]; 
temp_cap_series=temp_cap_series+l; 
case 5 
row = temp_cap_shunt*freq_range+i; 
Sp~[Sp S_cap_shunt(row, :)]; 
temp_cap_shunt~temp_cap_shunt+l; 
case 6 




row = temp_tee*freq_range+i; 
Sp~[Sp S_tee(row, :)]; 
temp_tee=temp_tee+l; 
case 8 
row = temp_line*freq_range+i; 
Sp~[Sp S_line(row, :)]; 
temp_line~temp_line+l; 






% put user input value 
%%% Function to read input data file for network topology and set cant matrj_x 
%%% based on values for elements ports numbers 
function [cont_matrix] ~ netlist_read(Ep) 
fnetl = fopen('Netlist_data'); %open file that contain input data 
netlist_old=fscanf(fnetl,' "'og'); '6 reads stored data for input 
fclose(fnetl); 
netlist~[]; 










% 4 port places for each element 
% arrange input data properly ro be 
% used in the function 
'.S up to 6 elements in the net1.-wrk 
% take one row of input data at a time 
% consider only non-negative values 






for i=l:element no 
for j=i+l:element_no 
% check for connection 







'6 .set cant matrix based on connection 
5~% Function to test connection between ports based on equality in ports 
~'6-'!j numbers 





equ_element~isequal(A(i),B(j))+ equ_element; %save any equality found 
end 
%%~ Function to set the Connection Matrix for the network based on 
z,%% previously determined cont_matrix and number of ports of each element 
function topo ~ topo (Np,con_matrix) % con matrix describes how elements 
% are connected 
z., Np describe the number of ports of each element 




if sum(con_matrix(i, :)) < Np(i) 
for k=2:2*n-1 % loop valid for the interconnected ports 













l» Subroutines to Calculate Scattering Parameters for the overall Network based on previously 
determined Scattering Matrix and Connection Matrix: 
B'6~0 Function that determines and displays the Scattering Parameters for the 
%%% overall network based on the previously determined Scattering and 
%%% Connection Matrices 
function [S]~Cal_S(topology,Smatrix,f1,f2,incrt,Ep) 





for i=l:freq_range % for the whole range of frequency determined 
~nd 
%%% 
determine the Connection Scattering Iv:iatrix 
determine the reflected and incident hlaves vectors 
[A1, A2 ,B1 ,B2]~ W(topology, Smatrix(1:sum(Ep),m:n)) 
%%% determine the scattering parameters for specified frequency 
Sf~ Calc(A1 ,A2 ,B1, B2); 
m ~ m+ sum(Ep); 
n~ n + sum(Ep); 
S [S; k Sf]; 
k = k+incrt; 
fprintf (' Frequency \t \t \t \t Sll \t \t \t \tSU \t \t \t S2l \t \t \t 
\tS22\n'); 
disp (8) 
%%% Function to determine the connection-scattering matrix and incident 
%%% and reflected wave vectors 
function [A1,A2,B1,B2]=W(gama,8_matrix) % Function returns vectors A and B 
~' (incident and reflected hraves) 
n=size(S_matrix,l); 
m_smatrix=zeros(n+2); * m matrix is the modified S-matrix with the 
% appropriate size 
m_smatrix(l:n,l:n)=S_rnatrix; 
Ibr=garna-m_smatrix; 
% Substituting S-matrix into the modified one 
¥.; Substract the S-matrix from the gamma matrix 







% Excitation to determine Sll and S21 
(6 Excitation to determine 812 and 82:2 
Al=inv(Ibr) *Cl; '~ Calculate the inverse of \1\1 matrix. 




Determine the reflected waves to calculate Sll and S21 
% Determine the incident waves to calculate S12 and 822 
% Determine the reflected waves to calculate Sl2 and S22 
?o%% Function to calculate the required Scattering parameters from obtained 






~' Incident wave at the external output port 
% Reflected wave at the external output port 
Sll=b1/al; 
RE_811 = real(811); 
IM 811 = imag(811); 
\\ Calculate Sll 
freflect = fopen('Reflect~data', 'a'); 
fprintf(fref1ect, '\n %g %g',RE_811,IM_811); 
fclose (£reflect); 
321=bex/al; ~' calculate S21 
% open file and write new data 





% Incident wave at the external output port 
Reflected wave at the external output port 
312=bl/aex; 'I; Calculate 812 
322=bex/aex; % Calculate 822 
3 =[811 812 821 822]; 
l> Subroutine to Plot Smith Chart from Calculated S11 for the Network 
?-s'-6\~ Function to determine vector Zl (load impedances) from vector Sll 
%%% (reflection coefficients) 
functionS Z1(fl,f2,incrt,ZO) 
Z1~ [] ; 
ref coef ~[]; 
ref_num~[]; 
freq_range ~ size((fl:incrt:f2),2); 
fref1ect1~ fopen ('Reflect data'); 
%%% Read the real and imaginary parts of Sll calculated earlier 
for j~1:freq_range 
ref1ectl~fscanf(freflect1, · \n ~g ~g·, [1 2]); 
ref_num=[ref_num; reflectl]; 
end 




ref coef~ [ref_coef ref_cornp1ex]; 




smith (Z1, ZO) 
fc1ose (freflectl); 
~s~_,% SJYIITH (Zl, Zo) draws a Smith chart of the Complex impedances in Zl, 
%%% normalized to the real valued characteristic impedance Zo. 
S~J3'A Origina11y based on some JVJatlab code by Antony-Dean ~iJcKechnie & Nevi.lle 
%%~ Wilken in their final year project of their BSc(Eng) at Wits. 
%%~ But rather heavily rewritten by Alan Robert Clarki PrEng. 
~ Dept Elect. Eng 
% P.o.v·iiits 
~ 2050 South Africa 
% clark@odie.wits.ee.ac.za 
% 15 December 1992. 
function smith {Zl, Zo); 
% Set up Constant Resistance Circles; 
% and Constant reactance circles -- but crop at Outer Circle. 
r ~ [1 0.826 0.665 0.500 0.334 0.162]; 
axis ( [ -1 1 -1 1] ) ; 
Re ~ [1,2,5,5]; 
Im ~ [ 0. 2 0. 5 1 2] ; 
for i ~ 1:4 
p ~ (O:(Re(i)/lOO):Re(i))'; 
q ~ p-p+Im(i); 
Icircl = p+j*q; 
Icirc2 ~ p-j *q; 
rhol~(Icircl-1) ./(Icircl+1); 
rho2~(Icirc2-1) ./(Icirc2+1); 
rhomag ~ abs(rho1); 
Circm(:,i)~ rhomag; 
Circp ~ angle(rho1); 
Circp1(:,i) ~ Circp; 
Circp ~ angle(rho2); 
Circp2(:,i) ~ Circp; 
end, 
inc ~ 2*pi/100; 
theta ~ O:inc:pi; 
phi = 0:2*inc:2*pi; 







R ~ sqrt(x2.'2+y2.'2); 
R2(:,i) ~ R'; 
theta1 ~ atan((y2./x2)); 
for p~1: length (x2) % C:cop e,t 1 
if x2(p) < 0, theta1(p)~theta1(p)-pi; end; 
end, 




polar(theta2,R2);polar(Circp1,Circm, ·--o·); polar( Circp2,Circm); 
polar (phi, RV) ; 
% Fill in the Real axis 
x~[-pi 0]; 
y~[1 1]; 
polar (x,y, 'w: '}; 
text (-pi, 1. 1, ' u · ) ; 
text(-pi,0.66, '.2'); 
text(-pi,0.33, • .~·); 
text { 0, 0, ' 1' ) ; 
text ( 0, 0. 33, ';o' ) ; 
text(0,0.66, '5'); 
text (0, 1. 05, 'lnt'); 
text(5.2*pi/6,1.1, '.2'); 
text(-5.2*pi/6,1.15, · .L'); 
text(2.2*pi/3,1.1,' .5'); 
text(-2.2*pi/3,1.15, • .~·); 
text (pi/2, 1. 05, '1'); 
text (-pi/2, 1.1, '1'); 
text(pi/3.2,1.05, '2'); 
text(-pi/3.2,1.1, '"' ); 
G plot the impedances, -- first normalize 
rho~(Zl-Zo) ./(Zl+Zo); 
rhomag ~ abs(rho); 
rhoph ~ angle(rho); 
?Olar(rhoph,rhomag, 'k*'); 
1old off % return to usual state 
Eunction [rads] ~ angle (comp_val) 
rads ~ atan2 (imag(comp_val),real(comp_val)); 
)' Graphical User Interface (GUI) Matlab Files: 
1. Series Inductor GUI: 
16 INDUCTOR SERIES __ GUI tv1-rlle ±or lnductor serles_gul. flg 
function varargout = inductor_series gui(varargin) 
% Begin initialization code 
gui_Singleton = 1; 










[ l ' [ l ) ; 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{l}) 
gui_State.gui_Callback ~ str2func(varargin{l}); 
end 
if nargout 
[varargout{l:nargout}] ~ gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
gui_mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:}); 
end 
00 End initialization code 
s,:, --- Executes just before inductor_ series _gui is made visible. 
function inductor_series_gui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, 
varargin) 
9o Choose default command line output for inductor_series gui 
handles.output ~ hObject; 
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = inductor_series_gui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles) 
% Get default command line output from handles structure 
varargout{l} ~ handles.output; 
function editl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function editl_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'tiackgroundcolor•), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
~;; --- Executes on button press in confirm_bttn. 
function confirm_bttn_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
cap_value= str2double(get(handles.editl, 'String')}; 
close 
function edit2 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
~J --- Execut:es during object creationr after setting all properties. 
function edit2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'detaultuicontro~~ackgroundco~or')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonl. 
function pushbuttonl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set (handles.edit2, 'String', '0.0'}; 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton3. 




2. Shunt Inductor GUI: 
\'s INDUCTOR SHUNT GUI M-file for inductor_ shunt: _gui. :Eig 
function varargout = inductor_shunt_gui(varargin) 
% Begin initialization code 






gul Layou"C.tcn , 
'gul Callback', 





[ l ' [ l ) ; 
gui_State.gui Callback= str2func(varargin{l)); 
end 
if nargout 
[varargout{l:nargout)] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:)); 
else 
gui_mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:)); 
end 
% End initialization cod 
% --- Executes just before inductor_shunt_gui is made visible. 
function inductor_shunt_gui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, 
varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = inductor_shunt_gui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles) 
varargout{l} = handles.output; 
function editl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function editl_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 




% ·--- Executes on button press in con:Einn_bttn. 
function confirm_bttn_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
cap_value= str2double(get(handles.editl, 'String')); 
close 
function edit2_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defau~tUlcontro~BacKgroundCo~or' )) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonl. 
function pushbuttonl~Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set (handles.edit2, 'String', '0.0'); 
% ~-~ Executes on button press in pushbutton3. 
function pushbutton3~Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
indc2~ str2double(get(handles.edit2, ·ocrlng· )); 
inductor~shunt~data(indc2); 
close 
3. Series Capacitor GUI: 
<' CAPACITOR_ SERIES_ Glil fvJ-flle for capacl tor selles _guJ .. flg 
function varargout = capacitor_series_gui(varargin) 
% Begin initialization code 
gui~Singleton ~ 1; 
gui_State = struct{·gui_Name·, mfilename, ... 
'gui Singleton', gui Singleton, 
·gul=upenlngtcn·, @caPacitor_series_gui_OpeningFcn, 
'gul OutputFcn', @capacitor_series_gui_OutputFcn, 
gul Layouct en , [] , ... 
'gu1 Callback', []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{l}) 
gui~State.gui~Callback ~ str2func(varargin{l}); 
end 
if nargout 




~ End initialization code 
% --- Executes just before capacitor_series_gui is made visible. 
functlon capacitor_series gui_OpeningFcn{hObject, eventdata, handles, 
varargin) 
handles.output ~ hObject; 
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
functlon varargout = capacitor_series gui_OutputFcn{hObject, eventdata, 
handles) 
varargout{l} ~ handles.output; 
function editl~Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation 1 after setting all properties. 
function editl~CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'HackgroundColor'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
% --- Executes on button press in confirrn_bttn. 
function confirm~bttn~Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
cap~value~ str2double(get(handles.editl, 'String')); 
close 
function edit2~Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% ---Executes during object creation 1 after setting all properties. 
function edit2~CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get{O,'detau~tUicontro~backgroundCo~or')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
% ~-- Executes on button press in pushbuttonl. 
function pushbuttonl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set (handles.edit2, 'String',' 0. 0'); 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton]. 
function pushbutton3_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
cap2= str2double(get(handles.edit2, ·Scrlng· )); 
capacitor_series_data(cap2); 
close 
4. Shunt Capacitor GUI: 
't; CAPACITOR SHUNT GUI M-fJ_le foi capaclcor shunt:: gu1. flg 
function varargout = capacitor_shunt_gui{varargin) 
% Begin initialization code 
gui_Singleton = l; 










[ l ' [ l I ; 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{l}) 
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{l}); 
end 
if nargout 




% End initialization code 
% --- Executes just before capac1tor_shunt gu1 ts made 7lSJble. 
function capacitor_shunt_gui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, 
varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = capacitor_shunt_gui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, 
handles) 
varargout{l} = handles.output; 
function editl Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function editl_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'Backgroundco~or•), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
·t --- E.xecu"ces on button press in confirrn_bt-tn. 
function confirrn_bttn_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
cap_value= str2double(get(handles.editl, 'String')); 
close 
function edit2_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit2 CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function edit2_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 




~6 --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonl. 
function pushbuttonl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set (handles.edit2, 'String', '0.0'); 
set (handles.edit3, '0trlng', 'U.U'); 
set (handles.edit4, 'String', '0.0'); 
set (handles.edit5, '0trlng•, 'U.U'); 
set (handles.edit6,'String', '0.0'); 
?s --- Executes on but-ton press in pushbutton3. 
function pushbutton3_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
Nidth~ str2double(get(handles.edit2, '0trlng' )); 
Height~ str2double(get(handles.edit3, 'String')); 
Length~ str2double(get(handles.edit4, '0trlng')); 
3eperation~ str2double(get(handles.edit5, 'String')); 
)_constant~ str2double(get(handles.edit6, ·~crlng·)); 
ooupled_data(Width,Height,Length,Seperation,D_constant); 
olose 
function edit3_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
lf ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 't<acKgrounC!Co~or·), 
Jet(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
:;nd 
function edit4_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
:unction edit4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
lf ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
Jet(O, 'detau~tuicontro~~ackgrounaco~or')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
~nd 
'unction edit5_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
; --- Executes during object creation, after se~ting all properties. 
'unction edit5_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
_f ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'tlacKgrounC!Co~or·), 
Jet(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
md 
'unction edit6_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
--- Executes during object creation, after setting all propertj_es. 
:unction edit6_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
.f ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
ret(O, iaerau~tUicontrolBackgrounaCo~or')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
6. Microstrip Tee Junction GUI: 
TEE GUI M-file for tee guj_.fig 
funCtion varargout = t-8e _gui {varargin) 
~ Begin i.ni_tialization 




• gul uutputr·cn ·, 





[ l ' [ l ) ; 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{l)) 
gui_State.gui_Callback ~ str2func(varargin{l)); 
::;nd 
if nargout 




~ End initiaJ.ization code 
6 ---Executes just before tee gUllS made VJSlble. 
function tee_gui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
oandles.output ~ hObject; 
Update handles structure 
JUidata(hObject, handles); 
\ --- Outputs fJ~om this function are returned to the command line. 
cunction varargout ~ tee_gui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
5 Get default comma:lCJ. line output from har_,.dles st:cucture 
rarargout{l) ~ handles.output; 
'unction editl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after se·tting all properties. 
'unction editl_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
Lf ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
jet ( 0, • c• c·'...: ..:'. '. c'.c c·c·c: -'" c '.C'..: c·':cc" c·cc:: ci'.: c''. -''" ' ) ) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
::nd 
J --- Executes on button press in confirm_bttn. 
'unction confirm_bttn_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
;ap_value~ str2double(get(handles.editl, ·~trlng')); 
::lose 
'unction edit2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
; --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
'unction edit2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
.f ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'C'..:..:·:~"''-''""_.,,_c,-c ·), 
Jet{O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, ·' · ·- ·); 
:nd 
---Executes o~ button press in pushbuttonl. 
'unction pushbuttonl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
;et (handles.edit2,·~_.c~::c·',•_.• _ _c"); 
;et {handles.edit3,'String','O.O'); 
;et (handles.edit4,-'±''."~::c·,·c."'); 
;et (handles.edit6, 'String','O.O'); 
, --- Executes on button press in pushbutt.on.3. 
'unction pushbutton3_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
lidthl~ str2double(get(handles.edit2, 'String')); 
Width2~ str2double (get (handles. edit3, ':i .:~~::c·' ) ) ; 
Height~ str2double(get(handles.edit4,'String')); 
D _constant~ str2double (get (handles. edit6, · -~·-··, ·,-,,, · ) ) ; 
tee_junc_data(Widthl,Width2,Height,D_constant); 
close 
function edit3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, ''c'cc:::'cccc·u:::i''--'''--''" ·), 
get(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, · · --'-'' ~ ·); 
end 
function edit4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get ( 0, , C'c '_-' ~_: '_eo L :CC:: cL c·'_jO-' c'c :CL C' :c:::,''_ _,,_: C'C ' ) ) 
set{hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit5_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
~ ---Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit5_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, ''L:::!c:;Lc:c::c"'-c·J.c·c'), 
,et(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, · ''·· :-- · ~ ·); 
2nd 
function edit6_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit6_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
,et ( 0, ' c'c.:-' ce' '- '-'~ :cc·:: '--' c·C'Cc'-' c!: c c :. c:: :i''- c·C' C'L · ) ) 
set{hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
7. Microstrip Open-End Transmission Line GUI: 
O!?EN __ GUI r-.1-file :for open __ gui _fig 
function varargout = open_gui{varargin) 
~ Begin i.nitialization code 
JUi Singleton ~ 1; 
JUi _State struct (' -"' -'"~-~ · 
1 gul_Output~'cn', 





[ l ' [ l ) ; 
Lf nargin && ischar(varargin{l}) 
gui_State.gui_Callback ~ str2func(varargin{l}); 
:;nd 
i.f nargout 




~ End initialization code 
% ~-~ Executes just before open ____ gui is made visibl,2. 
function open_gui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
handles.output ~ hObject; 
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = open_gui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% Get default command line output from handles structure 
varargout{l) ~ handles.output; 
function editl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% ---Executes during object creation, after setting aJl properties. 
function editl_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, 'bciC'J::c~c'c"b'~c'"'c'cc'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, · ''~· <. . •• '' ~ •); 
o:md 
b -~-- Executes on button pre.ss in confirm_bttn. 
function confirm_bttn_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
cap_value~ str2double(get(handles.editl, ·· ·•')); 
::lose 
function edit2 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
iJ --·- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
:jet ( 0, ' c'c~ ..2 cl J J c. c·c·c: '" c',ib c:c'c c·" c "" c'J c·l c·" ' ) ) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor','white'); 
~ --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonl. 
function pushbuttonl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set (handles.edit2, 'String','O.O'); 
set (handles.edit3,'~'"~"c:',·;;_;,·); 
3et (handles.edit4, 'String', '0.0'); 
set (handles. edit6, '.:::~__c___:__n:..'', 'U. U'); 
; --- Executes on button press in pushbutton3. 
function pushbutton3_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
qidth~ str2double(get(handles.edit2, 'String')); 
ieight~ str2double (get (handles. edit3, · s '"~"'" · ) ) ; 
~ength~ str2double(get(handles.edit4,'String')); 
)_constant~ str2double(get(handles.edit6, · ,~--,c .. c·)); 
)pen_end_data(Width,Height,Length,D_constant); 
olose 
cunction edit3_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
~ ---Executes during object creation, after setting all propertj_es. 
:unction edit3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
cf ispc && is equal (get (hObject, 'b,cc,Jc·co~cu"bJc'.'.c·~'), 
Jet(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, · ·~· - · • ~'); 
~nd 
'unction edit4_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
:unction edit4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
.f ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColo.r'), 
Jet (0, ''-''-'Ccic~ccuc,c,"J"c'_':cc;J•.c~c'c"c''Jc'lc·~')) 
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
md 
'unction edit5 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% Executes durj_ng object creation, after setting al]_ properties. 
function editS CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, 'l'~ccLGLC'~"li'~"'"'"'c'), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, ·-· · ···• "~'); 
2nd 
function edit6_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting alJ properties. 
function edit6_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (Q, '::'ci..c~.'.i.;Lc·c•11cLc•i.B~c.;cccc-'Lei::''cC·L•L.)) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
8. Network Topology GUI: 
~ ~OPO GUI M-fl]e for capo gui.fig 
function varargout = topo_gui(varargin} 
~ Begin initialization 





· gui UutputYcn', 
'gui _ Call.back', 





( l ' ( l ) ; 
gui State.gui_Callback ~ str2func(varargin{l}); 
:md 
lf nargout 




~ End initialization code 
Y,, --- Executes just before topo_gui is made visibJ.e. 
function topo_gui_OpeningFcn{hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
1andles.output ~ hObject; 
i Update handles structure 
JUidata(hObject, handles); 
--- OutptltS from this function are returned to the command line. 
'unction varargout ~ topo_gui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
rarargout{l} ~ handles.output; 
:unction edit3 Callback{hObject, eventdata, handles) 
~---Executes during object creation, after set·ting aJl properties. 
=unction edit3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
cf ispc && isequal (get (hObject, 'l'cc·Jc•CLC•~c;::'i~.c·~-•c.), 
jet(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObj ect, ' '- ' • · .,,, ' ~'); 
~nd 
'unction edit4 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting alJ. properties. 
'unction edit4_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
_f ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
jet (Q, 'cic~.cC:l clJ~L'L'11LLC'J.i'.ccJ..cc L'~i2C:'~C'LC'L.)) 
set{hObject,'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit5_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
'='o --- Executes during object cJ:-eation, after setting all properties. 
function edit5_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, · 0cCC!:u~c·u"c''~uic·~' I, 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, 'cc~. <c • ' '•' '~'I; 
end 
function edit6_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit6_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, · :::ccuuic')i•_·c•"'-'~c·i':ccjc~~cc"u'_·c,;,u~' I) 
set{hObject,'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
; --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
functlon edit7 CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, '::'ccjccc~c·u"c''-·c·-cc ·I, 
~et(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, ''~'I; 
:;nd 
function edit8_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
; --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit8_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
lf ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
:~et ( 0' ' u·c ', u ,,;, ', u~ '-'C':i ', c •_•i::' u c·Jcc~ C'U"c''~ C•i u~ ' I I 
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
:md 
ounction edit9_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
--- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
ounction edit9_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
f ispc && isequal (get (hObject, · cc"u'_.,·L·~ ·), 
Jet(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, '·•- " '·'''' • ~'I; 
;nd 
'unction editlO_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
i --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
'unction editlO_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
.f ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
jet (0, 'c'cccec,C,c0~,;c·;;c~c·J,6cc·•cc.cc•":ci•~c·lc•c')) 
set{hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
md 
'unction editll_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
---· Executes duriTl!J object creation, after setting ell propertie.s. 
'unction editll_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
f ispc && is equal (get (hObject, '0~c'c•.•~ c·cc:c''-c•ic•c ·), 
ret(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set(hObject, '''- •·· • ~·I; 
~nd 
unction edit12_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
--- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
unction edit12_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
.f ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
ret (0, ':.L-i:ccicc'~c··-·"c"C'i:':cec·)'c>c•cLU'cc•lc·.c' I I 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor','white'); 
function edit13_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit13_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get ( 0, ' C:c ~ .c cJ. c 'J ~ ''''" cc ''""" c -cic cc c-~".JC-c-J. -c'c ' ) ) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor','white'}; 
end 
function edit14_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function editl4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, 'l',:-c!ccc'~''"'""'-u~uc-), 
get(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, - -~- : ''' '~'); 
end 
function edit15 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit15_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get I 0, - eL-l c: cl c 'J-c _,-,-" c c -c·J.!c' c c·'cc·c ''''"'""C col_,,, · ) ) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
::;nd 
function edit16_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes duri.ng object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit16_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, '!:c:c':ccc'c":i'~-,-J.uc ·), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, · ''~- :. '', '~ ·); 
:'!Tid 
function editl7_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function editl7_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
Lf ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, 'C'clc~-'-'-'-'-'-'''"'-'''J.l'c:·c""''''""'_;.,lcc')) 
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
:::nd 
function editlS_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function editlS_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
Lf ispc && is equal (get (hObj ect, '"-"~·1:-~c ''"''"~c-L-c, ) , 
~et(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, · -- -- '~ •); 
:;nd 
cunction editl9_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
~unction editl9_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
Lf ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
Jet (0, 'cic·lce'J.c'~~'-''"'-''~'-""'"''"''"'''Cuic-c')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor','white'); 
:;nd 
ounction edit20_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
-~-- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
ounction edit20_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 




Executes on button press in pushbuttonl. 
function pushbuttonl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set (handles.edit3,'String',' '); 
set (handles.edit4, "icrril•c;', · ·I; 
set (handles.editS, 'String',' ' ) ; 
set (handles. edit6, · :c crL'" , · . I ; 
set (handles.edit7, 'String',' ' ) ; 
set (handles.edit8, 'ocrrilc;', · . I ; 
set (handles.edit9,'String',' I ) ; 
set (handles.editlO, ':Cccc:c•c;·, . I ; 
set (handles.editll,'String',' I ) j 
set (handles.editl2, ' ,_. . . " .. ' 
' 
' ) ; 
- ---~~-
set (handles.edit13, 'String',' I ) j 
set (handles.editl4, ·::ere""',' . I ; 
set {handles.editlS, 'String',' I ) j 
set (handles.editl6, ':Ccrc,,u•,' , I ; 
set {handles.edit17,'String',' I ) j 
set (handles.editl8, ·;:''""'"., - ) ; 
set (handles.edit19,'String',' 1 ) ; 
set (handles.edit20, 'ccci:cu·, · . I ; 
set (handles.edit24, 'String',' I ) j 
set (handles.edit25, '""""""',' . I ; 
set (handles.edit26, 'String',' I ) j 
set (handles.edit27, · :Ccrr.'" , • . ) ; 
set (handles.edit28,'String',' '); 
set (handles.edit29, '""""""',' I; 
~ ---Executes on button press in pushbutton2. 
function pushbutton2_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
ol~ str2double(get(handles.edit3,'String')); 
o2~ str2double (get (handles. edi t4, 'S cr ""'-' · I I ; 
o3~ str2double(get(handles.edit5,'String')); 
o4~ str2double(get(handles.edit24, ':Ocricccc' )); 
oS~ str2double(get(handles.edit6, 'String')); 
o6~ str2double (get (handles. edit 7, · S Lr -'-"'"' I I ; 
o7~ str2double(get(handles.edit8,'String')); 
,g~ str2double (get (handles. edit25, ''0 crLcu · I I ; 
J9~ str2double(get(handles.edit9,'String')); 
JlO~ str2double(get(handles.editl0, "cLrLC·c;· I I; 
Jll~ str2double(get(handles.editll, 'String')); 
Jl2~ str2double(get(handles.edit26, ·:ccr.iu"')); 
Jl3~ str2double(get(handles.editl2,'String')); 
Jl4~ str2double (get (handles. edi tl3, · '0 Lr "''"' I ) ; 
>15~ str2double(get(handles.editl4, 'String')); 
>16~ str2double(get(handles.edit27, 'SLc.i.LcJ')); 
>17~ str2double(get(handles.edit15,'String')); 
>18~ str2double (get (handles. edi tl6, '-:; '·"-'-"" · I I ; 
>19~ str2double(get(handles.editl7,'String')); 
>20~ str2double(get(handles.edit28, ':C.rLcc;' I I; 
>21~ str2double(get(handles.editl8, 'String')); 
>22~ str2double(get(handles.editl9, ':iLc"""')); 
>23~ str2double(get(handles.edit20, 'String')); 
>24~ str2double (get (handles. edi t29, 'S c~ """ · I I ; 
>ort ~[pl p2 p3 p4 pS p6 p7 p8 p9 plO pll pl2 pl3 pl4 plS pl6 pl7 pl8 pl9 p20 
>21 p22 p23 p24]; 
tetlist_data (port); 
~lose 
function edit24_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit24_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, '=~~·Jc·~~c·ce"'i'~c·~c·~ ·), 
get(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set(hObject, '''~·" ''' -c'); 
end 
function edit25_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit25_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, 'c'ccccLc'_:;cc:ccc~':ccicccucccc''cc•~·-•c')) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit26_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit26_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, '':cc•c'c·cc•-·ccc·ci'-·c•L•c ·), 
get(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, · '~· '. ~'); 
end 
function edit27_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit27_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, ''ic~cdcL'ccc•ccLcccc':ceo.·.c:;ccc::C:'~c·L•c')) 
set{hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit28_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit28_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, ''ic:•c'cccc•ccccicc•lc•c ·), 
get(O, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set(hObject, ~.- ·,,,~·); 
2nd 
function edit29_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit29_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, · ·C'cc..:c~l"c·c··c•::lcc•l':c•c!cc~cc!1·cU_'.cL·c ·)) 
set{hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit30_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
Eunction edit30_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
lf ispc && isequal (get (hObject, 'b~c:J:uccc:ccXu~cc ·), 
~et(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, · · ·. · ~ ... ,, .. '~ ·); 
:md 
function edit31 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit31_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
cf ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
Jet (0, 'Uc.'..cc~l.'.cc·c·1•ccc•~S..::;'cc~·-•ceid'.'.clc~·)) 
set{hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
:ond 
cunction edit32 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
~ --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit32_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, 'ci-c~c:dcc•-c-c•~·"c~-c·~'="'·'-'''"'~'-''-'"ci'c·c•i·c•~')) 
set{hObject, 'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
function edit33_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
i5 --- Executes during object creation, after .setting all prope:cties. 
function edit33_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, · b~c·c·c·"'''"""'~·~~•·" ·), 
get(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, · ·~· -• --•'-: '~ •); 
end 
function edit34_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit34_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get ( 0, . ~'-'~ C c~ c ~c c·c•" c~ •~'='-' c· CC~ C'Ci2C"~ c·~c·~ ' ) ) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit35_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit35_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, · Ec~·Jcccuc"C''~c·ic•~ ·), 
get(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set(hObject,· .-.·.. •':--~'); 
end 
function edit36_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit36_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, · cccc-c.'.c'·c.c·c•"c~ c·~'Cc-.:!•.c~ •c·c::ci'c-c.'.c•c ·I I 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit37_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit37_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, 'bc-c!ccc-cc::c"~·c·.'.c•~ ·), 
get(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObj ect, ···'• · · ~ ·); 
end 
9. Microwave Circuit Analysis GUI: 
'6 JV1ICRO\f.YAVE_GUI fvJ-file for mic:cowave gu1_. flg 
function varargout = microwave_gui(varargin) 
; Begin initialization code 
~ui Singleton = 1; 
JUi _State struct ( · ~-'' 
'gul Oing_ieton', 
• gu1 Uutputr·cn ·, 
· gu1_ ca.Ltback' , 





[ J ' [ J ) ; 
gui State.gui_Callback ~ str2func(varargin(l}); 
:md 
cf nargout 




% End initialization code 
% --- Executes just before rnicrowave_gui is made visible. 
function microwave_gui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
handles.output ~ hObject; 
z, Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = microwave_gui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
varargout{l) ~ handles.output; 
Z-; --- Executes on sc-;1ection change in popupmenul. 
function popupmenul_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

















% Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function popupmenul_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isegual(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get ( 0, • :.'c c-' cc~ L 'c c cc•c: L c c·~'ic: :;,': cc c·-.:"c"'L c•~ c·c · ) ) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
'i; --- Executes on selection change in popupmenu2. 
function popupmenu2_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 

















% ---Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function popupmenu2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal (get (hObject, '"-''-''""~'-'"'""'~·-·~--·~'), 
get(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject,' ,_ ·, ·-·':: ~ ·); 
end 
~i Execute.'.3 on selection change in popupmenu3. 
function popupmenu3_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 

















% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function popupmenu3_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get ( 0, ' cic .' ~ c~ .' U ~ c ,':: Lc ·-·.'cc 2 c·L c~ c·:cc:·.'. ·c•.'. '-'" ' ) ) 
set(hObject, 1 BackgroundColor 1 , 1 White 1 ); 
end 
% ---Executes on selection change in popupmenu4. 
function popuprnenu4_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 

















Executes durj_ng object creation, after setting all properties. 
function popupmenu4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
lf ispc && isequal (get (hObject, 'l'.cc·J:~cc·cc:'.''_·c,.'uc ·), 
Jet(0, 1 defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor 1 )) 
set (hObject, •.:~. :.- ::""'); 
:;nd 
3 --- Executes on button press in pushbuttonl. 
function pushbuttonl_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
function edit3_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
inert~ str2double (get (handles.edit3, ''Cci_ci:.c')); 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit3_CreateFcn(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, · '-~'-~"'-'- '-'~''"'--''~""'·'cc·cccc"'-'-'--'-''I')) 
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit4_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
fl~ str2double(get(handles.edit4, ''Cccl"c')); 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit4_CreateFcn{hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, 'c'cccc,'cc'_cc·c·"'-''--'-"'"'"''-''c"'-'-'ccc'-'')) 
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function edit2_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
f2~ str2double(get(handles.edit2, ·::tc~"c')); 
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
functlon edit2 CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, 'CC-C:cl cc'_cc·c'C:ccC:C';'c:c'!;c·cc'cC:c''cC'CC'I'')) 
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
function editS_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
zo~ str2double(get(handles.editS, ''Ccc_c::c' )); 
% --- Executes during object crea·tion, after setting all properties. 
functlon editS CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get ( 0, ' c'~i c' ~,' c c-' C'C':C ,.C C'C';' ~c-!: c" C'C:C: c''c ;:,:,' C'c ' ) ) 
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton2. 
function pushbutton2_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
topo_gui; 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton]. 
function pushbutton3_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 
menu2 get (handles.popupmenu2, - :'~'-:-~'); 
menu3 get(handles.popupmenu3, 'Value'); 
menu4 get(handles.popupmenu4, '>,';cic:c'); 
menuS get(handles.popupmenu6, 'Value'); 
menu6 get (handles .popupmenu7, '-,,,! ""'') ; 
menues =(menul menu2 menu3 menu4 menuS menu6]; 
fl~str2double (get (handles. edi t4, ''C c~l::·~- ) ) ; 
f2~str2double(get(handles.edit2,'String')); 





topology~ topo (Ep,connection); 
freflect = fopen('~At 1 ~~t ~A~A', ·~·); %open file and clear stored data 
fclose(freflect); 
Cal_S(topology,Smatrix,fl,f2,incrt,Ep); 
% ---Executes on button press in pushbutton4. 
function pushbutton4_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 






'5 --- Executes on button press in pushbutton5. 
function pushbuttonS_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
initial_all; 
set (handles.popupmenul,'Value',l); 
set (handles.popupmenu2,' ·,·c:~:.:c' ,1); 
set (handles.popupmenu3, 'Value',l); 
set (handles.popupmenu4, ··,,~~:.:c·', 1); 
set (handles.popupmenu6, 'Value',l); 
set (handles. popupmenu7, '·:'c...:_:_:..::.:' , 1); 
set (handles.edit4, 'String', '0.0'); 
set (handles. edit2, • :c cLcccc· ·, • , •. '· • ) ; 
set (handles.edit3,'String','0.0'); 
set (handles.editS,·c.~~cc~·,·••.• '); 
% --- Executes on selection change in popupmenu6. 
£unction popuprnenu6_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 

















Executes during object creation, 
function popupmenu6_CreateFcn(hObject, 
after settj_ng all properties. 
eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, · 
Jet(O,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
set (hObject, ·- . . · • ~ •); 
end 
·c·L·~'), 
~ --- Executes on select~'-on change in popupmenu"/. 
function popupmenu7_Callback(h0bject, eventdata, handles) 

















% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function popupmenu7_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get (0, ·:e~c.L;.c_cc.c·cc cc·-=~~-·,~~c·c::c:.''~c-;.c·c•)) 
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
